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The Institute of Acoustics is the UK’s professional
body for those working in acoustics, noise
and vibration. It was formed in 1974 from the
amalgamation of the Acoustics Group of the
Institute of Physics and the British acoustical Society.
The Institute of acoustics is a nominated body of
the Engineering Council, offering registration at
Chartered and Incorporated Engineer levels.
The Institute has over 3000 members working in a diverse range of research, educational,
governmental and industrial organisations. This multidisciplinary culture provides a productive
environment for cross-fertilisation of ideas and initiatives. The range of interests of members within
the world of acoustics is equally wide, embracing such aspects as aerodynamics, architectural acoustics,
building acoustics, electroacoustic, engineering dynamics, noise and vibration, hearing, speech, physical
acoustics, underwater acoustics, together with a variety of environmental aspects. The Institute is a
Registered Charity no. 267026
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UK’s first UKAS-accredited acoustic calibration lab to meet ISO 17025:2017

We are the only accredited acoustic lab in the UK to calibrate to the latest standards

Sound level meters to IEC 61672-3:2013
Acoustic calibrators to IEC 60942:2017
Octave band filters to IEC 61260-3:2016
When working in acoustics you need to be sure that the instruments you’re using are as accurate and
reliable as possible. We can offer you a level of certainity unmatched by most.
We are the UK’s first UKAS-accredited acoustic calibration laboratory to have transitioned to ISO
17025:2017, the latest standard.
We are the UK’s first UKAS-accredited calibration laboratory to be able to verify octave band filters
to the latest standard.
We are one of only three UKAS-accredited laboratories to be able to verify sound level meters and
acoustic calibrators to the latest standards.

For more information visit:

cirrusresearch.co.uk
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Product
srLetter
ia f fAfrom Milton Keynes

Dear Members
The researcher and practitioner should
be friends. Researchers work mainly
in academia or in large R&D groups
in industry. Practitioners are, in the
context of acoustics, suppliers of
acoustics equipment and treatment,
engineers, designers, consultants, test
house staff and policy makers. Whilst
researchers and practitioners are in
close proximity in R&D groups in large
companies (or at least they should be),
in the main, they are not. One reason
is that most companies and practices
are too small to support long-term
research activity. In the publication of
the UK Acoustics Network (UKAN),
‘Sound Economics’, it is shown that the
UK acoustics industry, which is worth
£4.6 billion per annum to the country’s
economy, is dominated by small
companies; 75 percent contain
10 employees or less. So, can SMEs
tap into the research being provided by
our universities?
Universities certainly desire this.
Early career researchers in many areas of
acoustics are particularly keen that their
work has impact. Impact, in this context,
means research, which has influenced
industrial product development and
processes, and even human behaviour
and perceptions. The Research
Excellence Framework (REF) takes place
every five or six years and is organised by
the Higher Education Funding Council
for England (HEFCE) to consider the
quality of research of our universities.

University league tables

In 2021, all university departments will
be assessed on a national basis. For
example, all departments of mechanical
engineering will be compared and a
league table produced. Acoustics is
not a designated subject but acoustics
research groups contribute strongly to
departments as varied as architecture,
physics, engineering and music, etc.
The REF panels will look at the quality
of publications and the number of
postgraduates produced, but 25 percent
of the total rating of a department will
be on ‘impact’. An important way of
achieving high impact research is through
collaborative work with industry, but how
to make contact in the first place?

Academic-industrial partnerships
To address this question, the early careers
group of UKAN organised a meeting last
January at Imperial College on building
effective academic-industrial partnerships.
I was able to take part in the event and
talked about some of my experiences
of industrial collaborations, which had
received government funding. The
feedback from the attendees of the event
was interesting. The aspects that they
found most beneficial were:
• the examples given of how to build a
collaboration;
• what industry and academia expect
from each other;
• case studies of collaborations that did
and, importantly, did not work;

• the range of speakers who related the
acoustics to real life applications; and
• the networking opportunities.
The aspects of the event that they
thought could be improved were:
• to make the events longer and
more frequent with more industry/
academic participants;
• establish a mentoring programme
to give early career researchers
personal guidance;
• more examples/case studies from the
academic side;
• more on the industrial perspective; and
• a greater variety of presentations
and speakers.
To this end, the early careers group of
UKAN and the young members group
of the IOA have been asked to organise a
special session on collaborative research
at the next IOA conference, Acoustics
2020, next May. It would be good to see
if the researcher and practitioner can,
indeed, be friends. 

Barry Gibbs, President IOA
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Institute Affairs Engineering Division

IOA support for professional
registration with the
Engineering Council
By Blane Judd, Engineering Manager

The IOA is licensed by the Engineering Council to register members
as professional engineers.

T

he Engineering Division’s pipeline of members continues
to grow with those who wish to join the increasing
number of engineers professionally registered with
the Engineering Council. We are back to our target of double
figures, which is credit to the volunteers and Emma Lilliman,
who is the first point of contact for all potential registrants.
You can read about the professional review interviews
(PRIs) we held in June on page 7 of this issue. There are still
a few candidates who started the process some time ago and
have recently found the time to continue their application,
it is never too late. The self-help check sheet is proving to be
popular with candidates in keeping a record of what has been
sent and what is still outstanding.
We remain dedicated to providing the necessary levels of
support to assist members like you, through the process.
Neil Ferguson, who assists with the academic equivalence
support, deserves our thanks. Through his help and guidance,
we have been able to support a wide number of applicants who
do not have exemplifying qualifications as laid down by the
Engineering Council.
Our next round of PRIs will be held in November and we
have a number of candidates who are ready for interview for
that session. We hold a number of interview events through
the year, depending on the number of candidates we have
coming forward for registration. We can offer face-to-face
interviews or by video link.
So, if you are interested in taking the next step to
becoming a professionally registered engineer, contact us on
acousticsengineering@ioa.org.uk .

Academic qualifications

The requirements for academic qualifications for CEng and
IEng changed in 1999. Pre 1999, an honours degree at 2:2 or
above was required for CEng or a higher diploma/certificate

6

for IEng. Post 1999, this changed and for CEng a master’s
degree was required or an Ordinary degree for IEng.
There are two routes: The ‘standard route’ if you have the
appropriate EC-accredited qualification (also referred to as
an exemplifying qualification) in acoustics and the individual
route, which requires further preparatory work from you
before submitting evidence of your competence.
Remember we are here to help you get through the process
and advice and support is offered to every candidate personally.
For the ‘individual route’, the Institute accepts a number of
courses in relevant subjects such as audio technology, from
certain academic centres, as being equivalent to accredited
courses for the purposes of EC registration, without the need
for further assessment.
The Institute recognises the IOA Diploma course and the
several master’s courses linked to it as providing evidence
if you are looking to gain CEng registration. You could also
offer a PhD qualification, depending upon the content of
the associated taught element. We can also offer support for
registration via a technical report route, if you do not have
the relevant qualifications to help you demonstrate you are
working as a professional engineer in acoustics.

Election process

The election process is overseen by the Institute’s Engineering
Division Committee, which is made up of volunteers from
the membership, to whom we are extremely grateful. They
represent the 300 or so members holding EC registration. They
provide the essential peer review process that affirms that you
are at the appropriate level for recognition as an Engineering
Council Registered Professional Engineer.
The opportunity is there, and we are ready to support you
through it, so that you can become one of 225,000 registrants
that hold international professional recognition. 
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Institute Affairs

Engineering
Division

The IOA is licensed by the Engineering Council to register members as
professional engineers.

T

hrough our Engineering Division, suitably qualified and
experienced engineers may gain this internationallyrecognised award. For CEng and IEng registration, there
are two routes:
• the standard route for those holding an accredited
engineering degree; and
• the individual route for those holding degrees in related
subjects such as physics, or unaccredited engineering degrees.
Because of the nature of the acoustical engineering
profession, the Institute recognises that some members
seeking CEng or IEng registration will need guidance and
assistance in developing the evidence to demonstrate that they
satisfy both the educational and the professional development
requirements. Members seeking advice should contact the
Institute at acousticsengineering@ioa.org.uk .
Members seeking to achieve registration are given personal
advice and support through the process and three who have
recently gained registration are Camilla Fletcher, Helen
Sheldon and Chris Heal. Here, we find out more about them.

Camilla Fletcher, Senior Consultant,
Acoustics at Ramboll UK Limited

The chartership process gave me
the chance to review the main
projects I had been involved
with; as well as to reflect on what
I would like to achieve in the
future. For me, it was a good
point in my career to take stock
of my technical knowledge and
consolidate my understanding.
The main hurdle in the process
was the professional review
interview (PRI) report, which
required a specific writing style.
I am extremely grateful to my mentor for her guidance with
this. Working in a multi-disciplinary consultancy firm also
allowed me to ask people from other disciplines about their
experience of chartership as the UK Standard for Professional
Engineering Competence (UK-Spec) assessment criteria are
ultimately the same for all disciplines.

Helen Sheldon, Associate at
RBA Acoustics Limited

I studied a BSc in Physics with
Acoustics at Salford University
and have been working in acoustic
consultancy, specialising in building
acoustics, since graduating in 2002.
I originally looked into
registration many years ago, but as I
was an ‘individual route’ candidate,
it always seemed a bit daunting

and my professional commitments, and subsequently family
commitments, meant I didn’t have the time to give to it.
However, a few years back I decided that it was something I
should definitely pursue more seriously.
For me, the biggest part of the process was my technical
report, required to demonstrate that the skills I had gained
during my career were of an equivalent level to an accredited
degree course. Once I had completed the synopsis for this
and began to collate all the information, the whole process
felt a lot more manageable. I found that once I had this part
of the process essentially complete, I could draw on much
of that information to complete both my initial professional
development (IPD) and PRI reports, which would have been
much harder to produce without all the groundwork I had
done in my technical report.
It is critical to have a good mentor, ideally, someone who
knows you and the work you have done and can help and
guide you through the process. It is also useful to draw on the
experiences of anyone else you know who has been registered,
as getting insights into the various documents required and
the interview process is invaluable.

Chris Heal, Senior Consultant at Sustainable Acoustics

I have spent 16 years practising
in the field of acoustics, since
completing a master’s degree
in Acoustic Engineering at
University of Southampton
Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research in 2002.
I would advise anyone
considering becoming a
chartered engineer to engage
with a mentor that is familiar
with the process and is able to
support you on the journey.
I started the process without
doing this and it was harder and
took longer as a result. I initially
found it difficult to translate
some the various competencies listed in the UK-SPEC around
consultancy work, however, it was rewarding to realise that they
apply to much of the decision-making processes that I would
normally apply to giving professional advice. Being used to
writing consultants’ reports for so long, I had made my initial
draft of the report too concise and it therefore, it didn’t include
sufficient technical detail of the process that is done on a regular
basis. I also found it alien to write a report asserting my own
virtues rather than what had been achieved by the team, but it
was ultimately valuable to reflect on my individual contribution.
I’m proud to have achieved this recognition that should
prove valuable in providing confidence to clients and to other
disciplines that I work with. 
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Institute Affairs – Education

IOA STEM activity –
an introduction
In this new section of Acoustics Bulletin, we highlight the work that members of
the IOA are doing with young people to promote the understanding of acoustics and to
encourage engagement with the industry. Matthew Muirhead, Chair of the IOA STEM
Working Group reports.

W

ithin the acoustics community we understand the
importance of encouraging talented young people
into the industry and many of us have an interest
in volunteering our time to aid in the teaching, learning and
promotion of acoustics.
A key pathway to achieving this goal can be through
becoming a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths) ambassador − a network of industry professionals
who volunteer ‘…their time and enthusiasm to help bring
STEM subjects to life, and demonstrate the value of them
in life and careers.’ If you are not already a STEM ambassador
it is worth considering becoming one; see
https://www.stem.org.uk/stem-ambassadors for further
details. STEM provides registration, training and disclosure
checks for free.

IOA STEM resources

The IOA has its own committee for the promotion of
acoustics-based STEM activities in schools or colleges and,
whether you are an ambassador or not, they would be keen
to hear of activities you are involved in. In the longer term,
the group plans to help create a hub of acoustics-based STEM
resources, which will be made available to all members. These
will include lesson plans, promotional activities and associated
equipment that can be hired for STEM events.
In future issues of Acoustics Bulletin, we plan to highlight
some of the great work that members are already undertaking
to get young people excited by acoustics. In this issue, we are
grateful to Helen Sheldon of RBA Acoustics, who recently gave
a careers talk to pupils at St Bede’s College, Manchester. Her
report follows here:

Acoustics careers talk

On Wednesday 12th June, Suzy Everett from RBA Acoustics’
Manchester office and I, visited St Bede’s College to talk about

Tools required to demonstrate sound and vibration transmission

acoustics generally and our role as acoustic consultants. We
were speaking to year 10 pupils to give them an insight to
the range of careers that might be available to them. This was
the third in a series of visits; we gave a similar careers talk to
year 8 pupils, and a more practical demonstration as part of a
‘Secondary Engineer’ event.
Prior to our visit, the pupils had not been told what field we
worked in, so we showed them a series of springs and isolation
pads, as well as a sound level meter to give them a clue. When
we had done a similar exercise previously with year 8 pupils,
the best guess was that we were ‘soundologists’ (which I am
tempted to use as my job title from now on…) Although year
10 pupils didn’t quite manage to guess our precise job title,
they identified the sound level meter as being for ‘reading
decibels’, so came pretty close.
We spoke to them about the role of an acoustic consultant
and did some demonstrations, including making a tonoscope
to show patterns of sound waves in a latex sheet, and using a
speaker and a plant pot to demonstrate a whole range of sound
and vibration transmission routes. Finally, we took questions
from the pupils, including ‘is your job easy or hard?’, ‘do you
like your job?’ and ‘how much does a sound level meter cost?’
It was great to have the opportunity to talk about a job that
we love to an engaged and interested audience and, hopefully,
we enlightened both students and teachers to a wider range of
potential careers. 

Get involved
Suzy Everett and Helen Sheldon from RBA Acoustics with year
10 students at St Bede’s College, Manchester

8

To find out more, email the IOA STEM Working Group at
Stem@ioa.org.uk
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Institute Affairs

IOA
Certificates News

T

he Certificate of Competence in Building Acoustics
Measurements (CCBAM) continues to be offered
through Solent University. Since autumn 2018, it
has been offered four times per year: twice for ‘regular’
applicants and twice for applicants though the Air Tightness
Testing and Measurement Association (ATTMA). The
ATTMA candidates have to pass additional content relating
to use of relevant software.
Of 19 recent candidates in April 2019, all but one were
successful. At present, there is insufficient interest to justify
offering an Irish version of the course in Ireland (CCIBAM)
but a few candidates from Ireland take the course at Solent
together with ‘bolt-on’ content on Irish regulations.
There were 96 candidates for the Certificate of Competence
in Environmental Noise Measurement (including three resits)
in May 2019, of which 77 were successful.
Currently, there is discussion on whether to offer an
extended version of the certificate course to cover the
assessment of noise and of noise-related reports, which might
be of interest to LAs who no longer have the funds to send
their potential noise-specialist employees on the IOA Diploma
(which would, of course, be preferable).
The Certificate Course in the Management of
Occupational Exposure to Hand Arm Vibration
(CCMOEHAV), which has struggled to find enough
candidates for only one presentation per year, has had a
slight upturn in interest.
The April 2019 presentation of the course at the Institute
of Naval Medicine had 17 candidates (including one resit) of
which 15 passed.
There were 19 candidates for the Certificate of
Competence in Workplace Noise Risk Assessment
(CCWPNRA) and 15 passed. The Certificate Course
concerning the Anti-Social Behaviour Act (Scotland) (ASBA)
was presented by Bel Noise courses to seven candidates, all of
whom passed.

The pass lists are below.
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE WORKPLACE NOISE RISK ASSESSMENT
EXAM DATE: 8TH MARCH 2019
University of Derby
Arkinstall A

Barry SJ

Burgoyne CJ

Hunter M

Leah JD

Negrete Forero OA

Sinclair AE

Young KA

EEF Sheffield
Daly C

Fisher G

Holderness D

Palmer JJ

Leeds Beckett University
Cano Duran JM

Linden EA

MacNiven MK

Lee P

Mailey L

Shorcontrol Safety Ltd
Bradley T
Nesbitt T

HAND ARM VIBRATION
EXAM DATE: 12TH APRIL 2019
Institute of Naval Medicine
Allen J

Brayford P

Cairns A

Cannon M

Clark MP

Dickson K

Fellows ME

Hall A

Hembury SAL

Hicklin D

Hillen JF

Mills HC

Naish AR

Pickering A

Robinson D

Sinclair A

Walker J

BUILDING ACOUSTICS MEASUREMENTS
EXAM DATE: 3RD MAY 2019
Solent University
Barry S

Blake P

Brady S

Chadwick D

Davies R

Gold M

Hargreaves AT

Hicks AJ

Holmes J

Lammas MA

McCann B

Monaghan T

Owen MJ

Preece DA

Stockdale R

Taha MHT

Turpin SC

Walton DG

Walton-Evans C

ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ACT 2004 NOISE MEASUREMENTS
EXAM DATE: 17TH MAY 2019
Bel Noise Courses
Allen J

Lapsley M

Magee R

McKenna JJ

Mclean P

Robertson S

Scott D
P12 ▶
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Acoustic Panels

WallsorbaTM

Soundsorba manufacture
and supply a wide range of
acoustic panels for reducing
sound in buildings.

www.soundsorba.com
WoodsorbaTM

• Wide range of modern vibrant colours • Soft fabric facings
• Custom sizes can be manufactured

• Class A performance

WavesorbaTM

• Beauty of real wood facings

• Modern face patterns

• Futuristic shape

• Lightweight

• High impact resistance

• Maintenance free

• Soothing wave pattern

• High acoustic performance

CloudsorbaTM

Soundsorba’s highly skilled and experienced
acoustic engineers will be pleased to help
with any application of our acoustic products
for your project.
Please contact us by calling 01494 536888
or emailing info@soundsorba.com for any
questions you may have.

• Wider range of different shapes available • High acoustic rating
• Suitable for a wide range of building interiors
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TEL: +44 (0)1494 536888
FAX: +44 (0)1494 536818
EMAIL: info@soundsorba.com

SOUNDSORBA LIMITED, 27-29
DESBOROUGH STREET, HIGH
WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP11 2LZ, UK
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Institute Affairs
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE ASSESSMENT
EXAM DATE: 17TH MAY 2019
Bel Noise Courses

London South Bank University

Adair JI

Bromham J

Cumming B

Anderson Cottee NJ

Atkinson J

Badrick KR

Davidson I

Davies GR

Goldie AR

Banton E

Costello SM

Egbaiyelo S

Gray J

Hood A

Morrough JMG

Waku GLC

Flores PA

Gandhi JA

James MJ

Kokkoz A

Liggett A

Murphy CE

Sullivan M

Umeh H

Colchester Institute
Ankers LM

Barber SW

Fautley M

Hatch G

Hewett M

Howard LE

Shorcontrol Safety Ltd

Latimer L

Laubscher D

Nyoni A

Breen L

Bugler C

Cripps M

Patti G

Smith NSJ

Tawana JE

Fahy A

Hand M

Kelly D

Venkatesha A

Mahon J

McElroy R

O’Meara K

Rocks S

Smyth E

University of Derby
Ainscough TM

Kelly P
McLoughlin F
Booth KN

Corkerry CM

Culyer S

Fundira DT

Geesin J

Olanrewaju AM

Pritchett J

Ward TJ

Wilkinson GM

Solent University
Buchanan ASJ

Connolly AL

Duncan C

Hanks CJA

Irish A

Jones BM

Rutka E

Leeds Beckett University
Fearman M

Flowers W

Holmes M

Jennings G

Lee GD

McLeod R

Shires K

Skinner J

Spellman D

Taylor S

Woodward S

Ulster Environmental
Adams A

Kelly C

McClung K

McGrillen C

McNeill E

Ross JR

Liverpool University
Andrews BL

Boccuzzi A

Everson T

Frescura A

Gudjonsson H

Hebblethwaite M

Hook J

Marlow A

Rehill SJ

Vyse M

Yilmaz NG

DIPLOMAS AWARDED IN AUGUST 2019

The following students, who first registered prior to the current
Diploma year, have gained the Diploma after passing the
modules they had still to complete. The results from the current
Diploma cohort will be announced in the January 2020 issue of
Acoustics Bulletin.
Distance Learning, Milton Keynes
Belone A

Cryer S

Suri R

Villasante Soriano R

Distance Learning, Dublin
Jansson-Peremans MF

Distance Learning, Bristol
Hockley AJ

Distance Learning, Edinburgh
Anton CD

Connolly AA

Georgescu EF

Leeds Beckett University
Florentine JV

Gardham JE

Wilson J

London South Bank University
Grimes L

Smith CM

Solent University
David WL

Mitchell RJ

Keith Attenborough, Education Manager
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Total cloud based
monitoring solutions

Noise. Dust. Vibration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud based data analysis and display
Class 1 noise measurement
Tri-axial vibration measurement
Dust including PM10, PM2.5, PM 1 & TSP
PPV peak particle velocity
VDV vibration dose value
FFT dominant frequency calculation
Advanced triggers and alarms

SvanNET is the latest web portal that supports multipoint connection for all Svantek monitoring stations for
noise, vibration and dust. The web user interface is easy
to use and intuitive to operate and allows maximum
flexibility for on-line and off-line reporting.
Svantek monitoring stations are
designed and built to work in the
rigours of a construction site. They use
military standard connectors and have
communication options to fit with the
most remote site.

For further information and a demonstration call us
now 01234 639551 or email us sales@svantek.co.uk
p13_ioajul19.indd 1
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Institute Affairs

Speech and
Hearing Group
By Dr Gordon Hunter MIOA

T

he Speech and Hearing Group and the London Branch
of the IOA held a joint meeting on the evening of
Wednesday 19th June 2019.
At this meeting, Professor Michael Akeroyd, of the
University of Nottingham, gave a fascinating talk entitled:
‘The Problem of the Location of the Second Sound (or the
importance of acoustic complexity)’, in which he gave an
overview of spatial hearing − how humans can successfully
process and analyse complex sounds and identify, at least
approximately, where several sounds originate from, even if
these sounds are presented simultaneously. However, he noted
that this was much more difficult for people with serious
hearing impairments – even if they were using hearing aids or
cochlear implants.
In his talk, Professor Akeroyd noted that places in
which sounds appeared to “come from everywhere” were

the exception (and were quirks of particular architectural
geometries) rather than the rule. He suggested that acquiring
the ability to analyse audio from a spatial perspective would
give animals (including humans) competitive advantage over
species which did not possess that skill, by being able to judge
whether a predator or prey was in front of or behind you, to
the left or to the right.
This talent would be particularly useful when one’s other
senses were functioning less well, for example, in the dark.
However, spatial location of a sound source is much harder
inside a room (or in certain natural features such as caves and
ravines) where sound may undergo many reflections and travel
from its source to its receiver by many different possible paths.
Nevertheless, the same principles can be exploited to good
effect in concert halls and theatres, to give audience members
in different places an equally rich auditory experience.

The full benefits of spatial (binaural) hearing are really only revealed in complex situations with overlapping backgrounds and masking
sounds in, for example, busy railway stations
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Professor Akeroyd identified four different task types within
the field of spatial hearing:
1. Locating a sound source,
2. Separating several different sound sources,
3. Envelopment, and
4. Echo suppression (or de-envelopment).

Why join
the ANC?
The ANC is the only recognised
association for acoustic consultancy
businesses in the UK – and offers a
range of member benefits.

He gave examples of situations where each of these might be
useful and went on to review the body of experimental results
on how people’s performance on spatial hearing tasks declined
with increasing level of hearing impairment. The evidence
suggested that this situation was usually not improved by a
hearing-impaired person making use of hearing aids.

Join us and take advantage of
opportunities including

Noisy environments

• Entry on the ANC website, where you can list the
services you provide.

He noted that the full benefits of spatial (binaural) hearing are
really only revealed in complex situations with overlapping
backgrounds and masking sounds. He then went on to
consider noisy environments of not only different overall
signal-to-noise (SNR) levels, but also of different levels of
acoustic complexity – for example, the noise experienced
by listeners in a busy railway station, which might include
noise from trains and service carts, in addition to speech
babble from passengers and announcements. That might be a
different experience to that in a busy student cafeteria, where
the noise was mainly due to speech babble, or near a fairly
busy road where the noise sources were primarily vehicles,
even if the SNR levels were quite similar.
He noted that a listener’s performance in spatial hearing
tests tended to be somewhat dependent on which direction
the test sounds originated from relative to the listener, but that
these effects varied considerably from person to person.
Professor Akeroyd also noted the influence of ‘acoustic
shadowing’ (including by the listener’s own head) and of
physical acoustic effects, such as diffraction. He also noted that
perception of the direction from which a sound came in noise
depended on the type of sound stimulus used – for example,
the direction from which spoken words came were identified
with a different level of success in noise to the direction from
which a pure tone masked by noise originated.
He then described some recent work regarding which
sound frequencies were most important in locating sound
sources, both for people with normal hearing and for those
with hearing impairments.
He concluded by noting that, for many spatial audio tasks,
having two well-working ears was better than having just one,
and that for most people (and other animals) spatial hearing
worked all day every day and, despite working less well in
complex noisy environments, these were the situations in
which having the ability to spatially analyse audio offered the
greatest benefits.
Professor Akeroyd’s talk prompted many questions from the
audience and much lively discussion. 
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• ANC publications available at a discount.
• Involvement in future guideline documents.
• Regular technical presentations, discussions and
networking on the hot subjects of the day at bimonthly ANC Company meetings.
• Your views represented on BSI and ISO Committees.
• Consultation on impending and draft legislation,
standards, guidelines and Codes of Practice before
they come into force.
• The chance to look at new ideas
and interesting themes – and
celebrate the achievements of
the industry – at the ANC annual
conference and awards event.
• The opportunity to share
ideas and good practice
with other acoustic
consultants.

To find out more about joining the ANC go to
www.theanc.co.uk/membership
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The quantifiable impact of the
UK acoustics industry
A new study has revealed that the UK
acoustics industry contributes £4.6 billion
to the country’s economy and employs more
than 16,000 people.

A

t Acoustics 2019 in May, Dr John Lincoln from Harlin
Limited presented details of a newly commissioned and
ground-breaking piece of research into the impact of
acoustics on the UK economy. The research was carried out by the
UK Acoustics Network (UKAN) in conjunction with the IOA.
Dr Lincoln said: “UKAN and the IOA tried to quantify
the direct impact of acoustics on the UK economy and the
important results are that UK acoustics generates about
£4.6 billion worth of output annually from 750 companies.
Between them, these companies employ more than 16,000 people.
“One of the key measures is productivity. Acoustics
productivity in the UK is about £65,000 per employee, which
is very similar to general manufacturing and engineering
P18 ▶
productivity. It is a key measure of the contribution

‘In 2017, the UK acoustics
industry manufactured goods
and delivered services worth
£4.6 billion’

UK ACOUSTICS:
SOUND ECONOMICS
Published: March 2019

Published in March 2019, the UK Acoustics: Sound Economics
report, reveals the impressive output of the UK acoustics industry
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In 2017, the UK acoustics industry manufactured goods and delivered
services worth a total of £4.6 billion.
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Behind this impressive output, the acoustics industry
comprises some 750 companies and employs a
total of 16,000 people in manufacturing, design and
engineering jobs. In just one year, the UK acoustics
workforce contributes to the economy £65,000 in
gross value added (GVA) per full-time employee.

Top 20 contributors to UK acoustics output
l
l
l
l
l

This analysis is based on data from 605 of the 750
companies identified as operating in UK acoustics,
due to the availability of their turnover, profile and
employment figures. The evaluation of industry
size includes commercial industrial organisations
only, with all publicly-funded research institutes and
universities excluded from the data set (the value
of UK academic acoustics research is analysed
separately). For highly-diversified companies,
the analysis includes only the proportion of their
output directly attributable to acoustics (see annex:
methodology).

l
l
l
l
l

Autoneum Great Britain
BAE Systems
Cirrus Logic, UK
Electronic Audio Systems
Ford, UK
GKN Aerospace
James Fisher and Sons
Jaguar Land Rover
Kingspan
Knauf Insulation, UK

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Leonardo
Nissan, UK
Qinetiq
Rehau
Ricardo
Rockwool
Rolls-Royce
Sonardyne
Thales, UK
Ultra Electronics

Companies within the top 20 largest contributors to
the UK acoustics industry operate in seven of the ten
identified key end-user markets. This emphasises
both the diverse nature of businesses involved within
the sector and the wide-ranging impact of acoustics

“Acoustics is a key enabling technology. Its impact is evident across many
areas of the UK economy, including in many industries not typically
associated with acoustics. The aerospace and automotive industries,
energy, building and construction sectors, suppliers of naval and other
military equipment, and manufacturers of domestic and consumer
appliances are just a few examples of the many types of businesses and
products within which acoustics play a vital but often background role.”
Dr Alan Curtis
Thales UK

technologies.

7
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Sound Masking
from aet.gb ltd

Open plan offices benefit from Sound Masking

Cellular offices achieve better speech privacy with Sound Masking

Sound Masking is a cost effective solution to the problem of improving
speech privacy in today’s modern office environment. Best installed during office fit
out but often installed as retrofit, Sound Masking from AET has improved the office
environment for many international companies throughout Europe over the last 20 years.
In today’s office speech privacy
becomes a key aim and open plan
offices can suffer from two speech
problems:
• Other people’s conversations can
be an irritating distraction
• Confidential conversations can be
almost impossible to conduct
Similar problems also exist in cellular
offices. Apart from noise breakthrough
via partitions, flanking over, under and
around them, other problem areas
include light fixtures, air conditioning
systems and services trunking. Sound
masking compensates for these
problems.

An investment in increasing privacy of
speech is certainly cost effective, with
Sound Masking one of the easiest ways
of achieving this aim. Sound Masking
systems along with acoustic panels and
acoustic door seals are increasingly
used to achieve the desired level of
privacy by a number of our major
clients including:
• Vodafone World HQ
• Procter & Gamble
• Swiss Re
• Mobil Exxon HQ
• Elizabeth Arden
• Barclays Bank
• Freshfields
• KPMG
• PWC
• BP

Sound Masking is now available with a
host of extras including:
• PA, either all call or zone by zone call
• Dual level options for audio visual
room etc
• Automatic ramping to conserve energy
and produce profiled masking
• Fault reporting
• Automated amplifier changeover

www.aet.co.uk
AET.GB Ltd., 82, Basepoint, Andersons Road, Southampton, Hampshire SO14 5FE
Tel: 0044 (0)8453 700 400 sales@aet.co.uk
Sound Masking is also known as sound conditioning or white noise systems
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GLOBAL ACOUSTIC MARKETS
Acoustics addresses multi-billion dollar global markets.
Acoustics is a global industry but one that is
rarely
analysed in its entirety as a distinct market area.
However, market forecasts are available for
those
key applications where acoustics contributes
to a
significant global end-product market.
The global market for acoustics materials, which
includes products such as sound insulation
used in
new-build construction and the automotive industry,
is estimated at $10 billion (2016) and is projected
to grow to $16 billion by 2025. UK manufacture
rs
include companies producing traditional soundabsorbing materials,such as Saint-Gobain
Ecophon, as well as those making next-genera
tion
soundproofing meta materials, for example
Sonobex.

The ultrasonic equipment market is reported
to
be worth $7.6 billion (2017), growing at an annual
rate of 7.6%. Whilst this particular market space
is dominated by medical diagnostics products,
for
example hospital ultrasound equipment, it also
incorporates technologies for non-destructive
testing. UK manufacturers include EMS Physio,
BK Ultrasound and Alba Ultrasound.

The speech and voice recognition market has
grown very rapidly in recent years and is forecast
to continue expanding with voice control used
increasingly in cars and consumer electronics.
This
market has emerged from a powerful combination
of
acoustics and artificial intelligence and/or machine
learning. The upsurge in incorporating far-field
microphones, essential for voice recognition,
into all
manner of items, from televisions to cars, emerged
as a dominant theme from the 2019 Consumer
Electronics Show (Las Vegas, 2019). As a result,
17% year-on-year growth is forecast for the
voice
recognition market, which is expected to expand
from the $9 billion in 2017 to $31 billion by 2025.

Demand for these key acoustics end-product
markets is distributed throughout the Asia Pacific,
North America and Europe regions. Indeed,
the
close association between these three application
areas, materials, ultrasonic equipment and
voice
recognition, and major global trends in urbanisation
,
ageing, digitisation and mobility is driving demand
for acoustics in all world markets.
UK acoustics is also active in building design,
architecture and marine surveying, many of
these
yielding a vibrant acoustics service sector. Many
of such services are delivered internationally,
either by companies operating as independen
t
acoustic consultancy firms or by units embedded
within much larger buildings, construction and
architecture practices.

Current issues in the built environm
ent
Acoustics is relevant to all of them
l

Climate change

l

Urban densification

l

New construction methods

l
l

Smart cities and intelligent buildings
Health, wellbeing and quality of life

Weather
and
rain noise

Plant and
and ducting
noise

Outdoor
activity

Noise
through
windows

Noisy
corridors

Noise
through walls
and doors

Road noise
and vibration

Adapted from Dr Andrew Bullmore, Hoare Lea
18
19

acoustics makes to the whole economy – not just directly in
the products and services and consultancy that it produces,
whether that’s in construction, defence, aerospace or the
automotive industry, but also, the much greater value it adds
to the products that acoustics goes into.”

The scale of acoustics capability

Professor Barry Gibbs, IOA President, said: “We became
involved in this seminal research because for the first time, we
have a way to demonstrate that acoustics is heard above the
noise to inform policy, support agencies, researchers, career
decisions and wider industry about the scale of acoustics
capability available in the UK.
“The four ‘Grand Challenges’ identified in the 2017 UK
Industrial Strategy will all require acoustics innovation.
Challenge leaders are encouraged to engage with the UK
acoustics community through the IOA and the EPSRC UK
Acoustics Network as a priority to ensure that acoustics
innovation is built into solutions at the earliest opportunity.”

‘Acoustics addresses
multi-billion dollar
global markets’
18

Our industry in numbers

Acoustics is a vibrant field that touches so many industries and
the UK is a world leader. The research demonstrates that:
• the industry contributes £4.6 billion turnover nationwide,
generated by more than 750 different companies;
• the largest concentration of acoustics industrial activity is in
the North West, Scotland and South East regions;
• the industry is made up of more than 98 percent small and
medium sized enterprises although the seven percent of
medium and large operations generate more than 80 percent
of acoustics revenues;
• the acoustics industry is underpinned by a vibrant knowledge
base with over 200 active research grants, worth more than
£150 million in total and involving over 47 separate UK
universities; and
• acoustics feeds into many major global markets, including
the $10 billion market for sound insulation materials in
construction, the $7.6 billion ultrasound equipment market
and the potential $31 billion market for voice recognition. 

UK Acoustics: Sound Ecomomics

To read the report go to the ’News’ section of the IOA
website at www.ioa.org.uk
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2019/2020 Conference
programme
Organised by the Noise and Vibration Engineering Group & HSE
Low Noise Design
18th September 2019
London

Organised by the Electroacoustic Group
Reproduced Sound 2019 – Creating Engagement in Sound
19th – 21st November 2019
Bristol

Organised by the Musical Acoustics Group
Music, Recording and Performance
9th October 2019
London

Organised by the Building Acoustics Group
Open Plan Office Acoustics
5th December 2019
Birmingham

Organised by the Measurement & Instrumentation Group
Sound Sensing in Smart Cities 2
16th October 2019
London

Organised by the Young Members Group
The Art of being a Consultant
12th February 2020
London

Organised by the Scottish Branch
WHO Noise Guidelines
8th November 2019
Glasgow

Organised by the Underwater Acoustics Group
ICUA2020, International Conference on Underwater Acoustics
6th – 10th July 2020
Southampton

For up-to-date information visit www.ioa.org.uk

REPRODUCED SOUND 2019

CREATING
ENGAGEMENT
IN SOUND
19-21 November 2019, The Bristol Hotel, Prince Street, Bristol BS1 4QF
The 35th Reproduced Sound Conference will focus on all aspects of electroacoustics, and
will bring together practitioners, educators and students in an atmosphere with a friendly
and enthusiastic ‘buzz’, which is a hallmark of past RS conferences.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
T: 0300 999 9675 E: linda.canty@ioa.org.uk www.ioa.org.uk
IOA372_Ad_RS19_F.indd 2

12/08/2019 12:51
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Aviation 2050 −
The Future of UK Aviation
The Department for Transport sought feedback on its green paper, which outlined
proposals for a new aviation strategy. The strategy will set out the challenges and
opportunities for aviation to 2050 and beyond and will emphasise the significance of
aviation to the UK economy and regional growth.
This response (dated 20th June 2019) to the consultation was compiled by members of the
IOA and endorsed by its governing body.

R

epresentatives of the Institute of Acoustics (IOA) met
with officials from the Department for Transport (DfT)
on 4th June 2019. During the discussion, the IOA raised
a number of issues and this document attempts to summarise
the key points. It is recognised that DfT has encouraged
consultees to respond either online or by using the response
form that is available. However, the comments that we wish to

20

make do not lend themselves to that structure. Consequently,
it is hoped that the Department will accept our response as set
out below.
The main focus of the IOA response is on the noise element
of Chapter 3 of the consultation document, ‘Ensure aviation
can grow sustainably’, although there is also a comment
P22 ▶
relating to Chapter 7 ‘Support General Aviation’.
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Our comments are:
1. Th
 e IOA welcomes this document. We support the
importance of having a clear unambiguous strategy
providing a framework in which decision-making can occur.
With regard to noise, we have noted that, currently, there are
key elements of policy distributed across various documents.
The IOA feels that it would be helpful if the published
strategy included all the relevant policy sentiments, such as
the thresholds to use for LOAEL during the day and night.
2. R
 ecent documents also appear to differentiate between
the impact of airspace changes and the impact of new
developments at airports. From the noise perspective this
is an artificial divide. It is of no concern to an affected
individual whether their aircraft noise impact has changed
because of airspace changes or new development. For them
it is the impact of aircraft noise that is important regardless
of the cause. Therefore, using the strategy document to
bring all these policy strands together would be beneficial.
3. I n a similar vein, to avoid uncertainty in application and
to maintain overall policy integrity, we believe that the
strategy would benefit from making clear references to the
Government’s over-arching noise policy – the Noise Policy
Statement for England (NPSE) (noting that similar policies
exist in the other devolved administrations) but also the noise
element of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
the Planning Practice Guidance on Noise (PPG(N)) and the
Airports NPS. The PPG(N), in particular, contains useful
information that would help in determining the extent of
the noise impact from aviation and clearly can apply beyond
simply supporting the determination of planning applications.
 ithin the consultation document, there seems to be an
4. W
underlying sentiment that the impact from aircraft noise
will reduce. (e.g. para 3.115). The IOA is aware that some
forecasts suggest that the impact of aircraft noise will
increase at some airports over the next ten years or so
before reducing. The data in the Civil Aviation Authority
report (CAP 1731) seems also to confirm this view.
Perhaps, the strategy should acknowledge this point more
clearly in order to manage expectations.
 e underlying philosophy of the overarching Government
5. Th
noise policy is that the aims and policy requirements are
to be achieved in the context of Government policy on
sustainable development. In the PPG(N) this is explained
as meaning that noise should not be considered in
isolation, separately from the economic, social and other
environmental dimensions. The policy objective in para
3.115 is written as an absolute requirement (apparently
disregarding social and economic factors). Assuming this is
not the intended outcome, it would improve clarity to state
the totality of the policy in the same way as found in other
noise policy documents.

22

 t 3.122, several noise insulation measures are proposed.
6. A
The IOA welcomes these proposals insofar as they help to
implement the overarching Government policy. However,
we have some concerns about how these measures might
be interpreted.
a. O
 ver the past 10 years or so, the average response
threshold for SOAEL (Significant Observed Adverse
Effect Level) has tended to be identified as the exposure
which has been used to trigger the requirement for sound
insulation treatment to be offered for dwellings around
airports - in general, 63 dB (LAeq,16h). The IOA fears that
requiring sound insulation down to 60 dB (LAeq,16h) could
be interpreted as DfT suggesting that SOAEL should now
be seen as occurring at 60 dB (LAeq,16h). The results from
SoNA2014, however, would not support such a change as
the percentage of people highly annoyed at that exposure
has remained unchanged since ANIS. Consequently,
it would help if it was made clear that this policy
requirement should not be seen as the Department
giving its view on where SOAEL lies. An option might
be for the Department to define values for SOAEL for
aviation in the same way that the 2017 airspace policy
defined LOAEL values.
b. It would help if guidance was given regarding what
constituted a ‘significant increased overflight’. Is it
intended to be based on a simple increase in number of
movements? At these relatively lower levels of exposure,
is no account to be taken of the length of time when
there is no sound of aircraft flying overhead when
determining the impact that is to be mitigated? Is there
a risk of inequitable treatment with some people in
the 54 dB, LAeq,16h contour qualifying under this policy
forsound insulation, where they may be others already
in this contour band who are not eligible for sound
insulation? Clarity over this aspect of the policy would
be welcome.
c. I t would also be valuable to acknowledge that noise
insulation schemes and interventions (including the
provision of alternative ventilation) do, and should,
vary in response to the prevailing noise exposure. For
example, for impacts above SOAEL, the full package of
noise insulation and alternative ventilation is used to
avoid significant adverse effects as required by policy.
However, at lower levels of exposure (which lie between
LOAEL and SOAEL) but which nonetheless qualify for
noise insulation treatment, existing closed double-glazed
units may be sufficient in terms of sound attenuation
and all that is needed is a means of noise controlled or
alternative ventilation, − a measure which would add
to the mitigation prioritised at source so that the policy
requirement of mitigating and minimising the adverse
effects is met.
P24 ▶
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d. Although, across most transportation noise sources, it
has been Government policy to use sound insulation
as a compensatory means of mitigating residual noise
impact, there has been virtually no research on the
benefits of this measure since around 1980. There is a
case, therefore, for undertaking such research so that we
know more about what health and quality of life benefits
can be achieved with sound insulation.
7. W
 hilst on research, the IOA believes that there is an urgent
need for research in two other areas:
a. Th
 e precise impact of aircraft noise on sleep. German
studies have identified the concept of measuring such
impacts through the change in the probability of noise
induced awakenings (or changes in sleep stage). This
approach is gaining traction, but we are relying mainly
on one study to help with the assessment of this type of
impact. We would support research in this area, especially
given the recognised sensitivity to aircraft noise at night.

12. W
 ith reference to Chapter 7, we note that it states at
paragraph 7.47 that
The environmental impacts of aviation come primarily from the
commercial sector in terms of noise …. And the government’s
policy proposals on noise ….. in chapter 3 therefore apply only to
larger commercial airports and airlines. However, the GA sector
also has a responsibility to follow and promote good practice in
terms of their environmental impacts

b. The effect of non-acoustic factors on annoyance. There
are strands of evidence from various studies that indicate
how non-acoustic factors can affect annoyance. It would
be helpful if research could be carried out to maximise
our understanding of this aspect to help optimise the
management of aircraft noise.

We are concerned that, because nothing else is stated
regarding GA, there appears to be a policy vacuum. Of course,
that is not the case. In England the NPSE applies, and for any
development associated with GA airfields, the NPPF and the
PPG(N) also apply. It would help to avoid uncertainty if this
could be overtly stated.

8. On land-use planning, the IOA would commend the
document: Professional Practice Guidance on Planning
and Noise (ProPG). It was jointly prepared by the IOA, the
Association of Noise Consultants (ANC) and the Chartered
Institute of Environmental Health (CIEH). It provides a
method for determining the suitability of a site affected by
transportation noise for new residential development and
may assist in improving this very challenging area.

13. Similarly, with regard to helicopter noise. It would be
helpful if the strategy made clear that those policies apply
equally to helicopters, even if there is no specific detailed
policy as there is to be found for commercial aircraft.

 n the World Health Organization guidelines, published
9. O
in 2018, the IOA has concluded that the Government’s
position is that, in any assessment, we should use the
dose-response relationship in SoNA 2014 rather than
the relationship found in the WHO document. If our
conclusion is correct, it would be helpful if that could be
stated unambiguously in the strategy document. Having
said that, it is the IOA’s view that in any detailed assessment
of health and quality of life impacts, the WHO relationships
could also be included as a sensitivity test.
10. The IOA is concerned that a considerable burden
of expectation is being placed on ICCAN by the
Government. Whilst the IOA sees much value in
its establishment, we feel it is important to manage
expectations over what ICCAN can be expected to achieve
over its first two years.

24

 n noise envelope, footnote 77 seems to suggest that a
11. O
noise envelope is now simply a noise cap. This is a change
from previous Government statements. The IOA had
understood that the concept of a noise envelope related
to establishing a suite of thresholds within which an
airport must operate. These thresholds, however, must
be periodically reviewed so that any benefits from new
technology can be shared by both the industry and those
affected. Is that no longer the case? Some clarity on the
whole concept of noise envelope would be very helpful.

14. I n terms of implementation issues, it is essential that all
parties fully understand the policy and technical issues of
this subject. That includes airports, airlines, consultants,
the Planning Inspectorate, local authority regulators and
the public who are affected by decisions. In particular,
the IOA is acutely aware of the loss of expertise in
local authorities over recent years and how some can
struggle when it comes to them fulfilling their regulatory
obligations. The IOA also recognises the key role it has
in making sure that its members who work in this area
fully understand the policy and technical issues of this
subject. Consequently, it is essential that once policy
has been determined, it is communicated in a clear and
unambiguous way in order to optimise the quality of its
implementation.
 e IOA, given its expertise, would be happy to
15. Th
continue liaising with the Department as the strategy
is finalised. 
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SoundPLAN’s world-renowned noise software...

JUST
GOT
BETTER
SoundPLAN

essential 5.0

The upgraded version of our entry-level software package
making this the perfect choice for infrequent users or more
aadvanced users that don’t require the full flexibility and power
of its sister package

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
Connection to Google Maps and OpenStreetMap for importing background
images, elevation data and geometry of objects
Bridges can now be built for roads and railways
Line and area sources can now follow the terrain at specified relative heights
Time correction calculator for industrial noise sources
Easier Project transfer from SoundPLANessential to SoundPLANnoise

soundplan-uk.com
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Powering sound
meters outside
Simon Bull, Castle Group Ltd

B

attery technology is powering ahead under pressure
Batteries
of on the one hand, the need for greener energy and
Standard AA or AAA batteries have changed little in decades
transportation and on the other hand, our insatiable
and are still the preferred choice for most sound meters’ internal
desire for ever more powerful personal technology.
power. Rechargeable batteries are a good idea in theory, but
Both, as it turns out, are rather useful when it comes to
when you need a sound meter, you often need it ready to go.
powering a sound meter.
So, how about powering a noise monitor outdoors?
Add to that, the advances in solar power and even in the
Until diamond batteries are truly with us (check them out
Firstly,
there
is a trade-off
in the to
initial
cost
andthere
so isdeciding
onbetween
yourlead-acid
most likely
grim
North,
from whence
I hail, it is possible
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You can extend this with an external lead acid ‘leisure’ battery, solar panels or
So how does it all work?
• Lead-acid batteries will usually suffice for measurements up
regular replacement visits to site.
to a week or so depending on the size of the battery and the
Power to the sound meter
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indicates. Having said this, charging is a tricky business and portable solar
and can extend the time two- to four-fold for the same physical
– not necessarily essential on a sound meter but nonetheless,
panels are often not up to the job, so they are best suited to stand-alone applications
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available, although these have a high initial cost. P28 ▶

Discharge curves: Lithium-ion v lead-acid
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If overall cost is a consideration, then you need to compare the life-time cost between the
two and there are plenty of cost comparisons online showing the overall running cost to be
significantly lower with lithium batteries. The table below highlights this point, with up to 10
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If overall cost is a consideration, then you need to compare
the life-time cost between the two and there are plenty of
cost comparisons online showing the overall running cost
to be significantly lower with lithium batteries. The table
below highlights this point, with up to 10 times the cycle life
compared with about five times the cost.
Compare

Lead-acid

Lithium-ion

Difference

Length
Width
Height

151mm
98mm
94mm

161mm
115mm
56mm

25% smaller

Weight

4.2kg

1.25kg

3 x lighter

Capacity

12Ah

22Ah

2 x capacity

Price

£40 approx.

£200 approx.

5 x price

Battery maintenance

External power

It is definitely frowned upon to hook your sound meter into
the power supply for a lamp-post and it is also not a very safe
thing to try, so please leave that one.
External power is always the safest option for long-term or
permanent monitoring stations, providing it is technically and
logistically possible to do. Power outages do still happen so
should be taken into account. In this case, you should consider
two things:
• Firstly, does it matter if the power is out for a while? It may
be that the measurements lost are not critical; and
• Secondly, you need to be sure the system will automatically
start up measuring again once the power is restored. In this
situation, you can usually set a trigger to send a message if
there is no signal from the equipment.
So, to be double protected, the best solution is to have a
lead-acid battery as part of the system that charges from the
mains power and then acts as an uninterruptable power supply
(UPS) in the case of a power outage. Normally, these only last
for a few hours at most, so the battery does not normally need
to be very large. P30 ▶
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overseas yourself,
definitely frowned upon to hook your sound meter into the power supply for a lamp-post
it is also not a very safe thing to try, so please leave that one.

ernal power is always the safest option for long-term or permanent monitoring stations,
viding it is technically and logistically possible to do. Power outages do still happen so
uld be taken into account. In this case, you should consider two things:

•

Firstly, does it matter if the power is out for a while? It may be that the measurements
lost are not critical; and

•

Secondly, you need to be sure the system will automatically start up measuring again
once the power is restored. In this situation, you can usually set a trigger to send a
message if there is no signal from the equipment.

to be double protected, the best solution is to have a lead-acid battery as part of the
em that charges from the mains power and then acts as an uninterruptable power supply
S) in the case of a power outage. Normally, these only last for a few hours at most, so
battery does not normally need to be very large.

Lithium battery (left) and lead-acid (right)
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Solar

With the absence of mains power and the requirement for long
periods of measurement, the sun, or at least its light, becomes
an attractive option. Of course, we then must consider the
Great British weather on top of the potential hours of daylight.
Solar panel technology is improving with new compounds
being developed to increase the output relative to sunlight
or daylight.
There are seven types of solar panels available:
1. Monocrystalline (Mono-SI),
2. Polycrystalline (Poly-SI),
3. Thin-film (TFSC),
4. Amorphous Silicon (A-Si),
5. Biohybrid,
6. Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) and
7. Concentrated PV (CVP and HCVP).
(Fascinating stuff for a bit of side reading!)
The main panels you will find on the market for portable
applications are the monocrystalline, polycrystalline and thin
film types. The best of these for powering our sound meters
currently are the monocrystalline panels, which are more
expensive but have the best efficiency for a portable device.
We have carried out quite a lot of testing over varying
weather conditions and even in rather dull, Scarborough
conditions, the battery voltage rarely dipped below 13V with

a 60-Watt polycrystalline panel powering a sound meter in an
environmental monitoring case.
Finally, just make sure your solar panels are not too close to
the microphone as they can provide a nice reflection from the
source of interest and influence your results.

Combination systems

To cover yourself for all eventualities, and if budgets and
logistics allow, it is conceivably possible to combine mains
power, a backup battery and solar top-up just in case the
power is out for a while. In this case, you need to check with
the manufacturer of the system as the more of this you wish
to do, the more complicated the power management system
becomes and as most people will not need this, something is
usually left out to save on the final price-tag.

To conclude

Powering a sound meter system outdoors usually involves
some choices, which will involve you knowing how you will
normally use the kit. The most flexible system will probably
have a lead acid battery, although this could leave you wanting
if there is no external power source.
If you only ever conduct surveys lasting up to a week or
two, then lithium batteries will keep things simple. Don’t
forget though, it you are using lithium, it may not be possible
to add a solar panel later. The same goes for mains power with
a backup batter y. 

Solar powered 3G sound meter system with lead-acid backup battery
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Since 2004, MSA has provided a bespoke recruitment service to clients and
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Bob Peters 1944-2019:
An appreciation
Members will have been deeply saddened to hear of the death, on June 22nd,
of Dr Robert Peters, known to everyone as Bob.

T

hrough his many teaching, consultancy and IOA
activities, Bob must have been one of the most widely
recognised figures in the UK acoustics world, regarded
with great affection by all who knew him. The scope of activities
which he undertook for the good of acoustics in general, and
the IOA in particular, was quite breath-taking. Yet, despite
his enormous professional workload and his deep family
commitments, he still found time to enjoy his favourite hobbies
of bird watching and going to football matches. And everything
he did was carried out with his affable and cheerful demeanour,
often accompanied by a deep chuckle.

Bob’s early life

Bob was born on a farm in north Wales where, following his
father’s early death, he considered helping to support the family
by going down the mines. However, his mother, recognising that
Bob was a bright boy, persuaded him to go to university. Bob
studied Physics at Imperial College, London, where he obtained
his first degree in 1965, staying on to study for a PhD in Physics,
which included taking the Chelsea College MSc in Acoustics
and Vibration Physics, taught by Professor R W B Stephens.
Bob remained at Imperial as a research assistant in underwater
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acoustics until 1969, obtaining his PhD, supervised by
Professor Stephens, in 1971.
Bob’s first job after leaving university was with CAV (Lucas)
Ltd, where he spent three years carrying out research into the
reduction of noise from diesel equipment. In 1973, Bob entered
the education service, and it is probably as a highly gifted and
dedicated teacher of acoustics that he was most widely known
in the acoustics profession. He continued teaching acoustics
to further and higher education students (including, of course,
IOA Diploma students) for the rest of his life, as well as working
as an acoustic consultant for many years. Bob was also a
course tutor for the Open University for a long period, which
necessitated the family acquiring a television and a telephone in
the mid-1970s.

Career development

After two years teaching at Twickenham College of Technology
Bob moved to North East Surrey College of Technology
(NESCOT) where he remained for 23 years, establishing
NESCOT as a leading centre of acoustics education in the UK.
Bob acted as course leader for the IOA Diploma, having been
P34 ▶
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and also developed short courses in acoustics and noise control,
plus an MSc in Acoustics. To accompany his teaching Bob wrote
several text books including the very popular ‘Acoustics and
Noise Control’ (now in its third edition), which continues to
have a wide readership among the profession. Bob eventually
became head of the School of Environmental Engineering at
NESCOT, before taking early retirement in 1997.
While still at NESCOT Bob also acted as a guest lecturer in
acoustics on undergraduate and postgraduate courses at many
other institutions, including the University of North London,
Oxford Brookes University, Imperial College and UCL. For
around 25 years, until 2017, he delivered a significant part of the
MSc in Environmental and Architectural Acoustics at London
South Bank University. He also acted as an examiner for several
PhD students around the country.
Students recall with pleasure and gratitude the clarity of the
technical content of Bob’s lectures, often enlivened by tales of
bird watching or illuminated by anecdotes from his consultancy
experiences. He was extraordinarily generous with his time as
well as his knowledge, always willing to provide additional help
and support to students when needed.
Throughout his teaching career, Bob undertook various
consultancy projects relating to noise and vibration problems.
After retiring from NESCOT, he embarked on a new career in
consultancy, while continuing with a range of teaching activities.
For 22 years he worked part time as principal consultant with
Applied Acoustic Design (AAD), exercising the same meticulous
attention to detail and accuracy in his consultancy career as in
his educational activities. His main responsibilities with AAD
included computer modelling of indoor spaces and expert
witness duties. By all accounts, he was a delightful and courteous
‘opponent’ in expert witness cases. His colleagues at AAD
highlight his ‘forensically objective reasoning’ and his ‘unstinting
and hard-working ethic to get it right which will continue to
inspire all those with whom he worked’.

Bob’s commitment to the IOA

Bob continued his involvement with the IOA Diploma, playing
a leading role in the further development and delivery of the
course. He led the creation of the distance learning version,
rewrote the course material for the General Principles of
Acoustics module (originally devised by Roy Lawrence) and was
the senior tutor for distance learning students. In 2000, he became
the first project examiner, which entailed him visiting every
Diploma centre each year, a role he undertook with enthusiasm.
In addition to his involvement with the Diploma, Bob worked
tirelessly in many other ways for the IOA, contributing enormously
to the life of the Institute for over 40 years. He became a member
in 1977, a Fellow in 1980 and was elected as an Honorary Fellow
in 2008. He served as vice-president for Group and Branches from
1992 to 1998 and received an IOA Distinguished Services Award
in 2008. In 2013 he was awarded the R W B Stephens Medal in
recognition of his extensive and outstanding work in acoustics
education. At the time Bob commented that this was particularly
appropriate as Professor Stephens, as well as being his PhD
supervisor, had been his proposer for membership in 1977 and
for his Fellowship in 1980.
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Bob’s most long lasting roles within the IOA were as a
member of both the Education and London Branch committees.
He remained active on both committees, despite his illness,
until a few months before his death. Bob was on the Education
Committee almost continuously from 1978, serving two terms
as chair, from 1997 to 1999 and from 2015 until 2017, when he
stood down due to ill health. As well as continuing to develop
the Diploma, Bob was instrumental in initiating IOA certificate
courses, in particular the Certificate in Workplace Noise
Assessment, for which he was the chief examiner for several years.
Bob was invited to join the committee of the newly formed
London Branch in 1987, having been a regular attender at the
monthly London evening meetings organised by the noise group
of the Greater London Council which preceded the branch. He
remained involved with the London Branch until shortly before
his death, either officially on the committee or in an unofficial
capacity, taking responsibility for, and chairing, many of the half
day and one day meetings organised by the branch.
Bob also chaired the Industrial Noise Group (a forerunner
of the current Noise and Vibration Engineering Group, NVEG)
from 1992 to 1997, and was the technical organiser of two of
the Institute’s autumn conferences on industrial noise, held at
Windermere in 1987 and 1989. He also chaired the programme
committee for the 1992 Euronoise conference, held in London.
Bob’s extensive knowledge of building services and of human
response to vibration led to him representing the IOA on several
national and international committees. He chaired the CIBSE
committees responsible for rewriting the acoustics sections of
CIBSE Guides A and B, and was a member of the BSI committee
revising BS 6472 on the measurement and assessment of human
response to vibration in buildings. At an international level, Bob
was the IOA representative on the I-INCE technical sub group
(TSG3) on noise policies and regulations.

Affectionate memories

Bob was also a member of the Institute of Physics, and, much to
his family’s amusement owing to his total lack of practical skills
around the home, became a Chartered Engineer in 1995. He
also found the time to study for an Open University arts degree,
which he was awarded in 1995.
Outside work and his family, Bob’s great loves were bird
watching and football. He travelled widely on bird watching
and wildlife holidays, in this country and abroad. He was
also passionate about football, supporting many clubs including
Wrexham, Wimbledon, Charlton, Crystal Palace and Fulham
and attending as many matches as he could. During the
1966 World Cup he attended every match but sacrificed his
ticket for the final to attend a friend’s wedding – a typical act
of generosity.
Bob will be deeply missed by all those in the acoustics
world whose lives he touched. But he will be remembered by
us all with very great affection − and happy memories of that
infectious chuckle.
The Institute offers its condolences to Bob’s wife Joan, his
children Christopher, Mark and Megan, and grandchildren
Thomas and William.
Bridget Shield
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A guide to sound
level meters

The Measurement and Instrumentation Group of the IOA is made up of experts
in the field of sound and vibration instrumentation, with many years of experience
behind them. The fields covered include instrumentation development and manufacture,
calibration, international standards, prediction and sales, and each committee
member brings their own specialism.

P36 ▶
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A

s well as routine Institute business, such as one-day
meetings, conferences and Acoustics Bulletin articles, the
committee kick around the latest issues in the business, to
keep abreast of any new developments.
Recently, two issues arose which we decided to pursue:
• the first being the use of smartphones for sound level
measurements, and
• the second concerning claims of (mostly Far East)
manufacturers of compliance with current sound level meter
standards.
In the past, we have covered the former in one of our regular
Instrumentation Corner articles, but the second issue came to
light when a user of one of these low-cost instruments came to
have it tested according to BS EN 61672-3. Suffice to say, there
were some issues, prompting the committee to investigate further,
and we hope to be able to bring some wider measurements to the
attention of the membership in the future.
However, the discussion led to the idea of a summary article
for the Acoustics Bulletin, with some of our specialists providing
an overview of the key issues, namely standards, calibration,
pattern evaluation and ‘component’ instruments.
The first of our experts, Sue Dowson, is recently retired from
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) Teddington, where she
headed up the Acoustics Group. She sits on various international
standards committees and has been safeguarding UK interests
in the latest BS EN 61672 series of standards, covering the
performance of sound level meters. Sue is currently the secretary
of the Measurement and Instrumentation (M&I) Group
committee. Who better to discuss sound level meter standards?

What is a specification standard?

A

specification standard is a written document that
describes the
performance
requirements for an
instrument or device. For
acoustical instruments,
these written documents
generally also provide
test methodologies for
ensuring the specifications
are met by a specific
model or individual
specimen of instrument.
Specification standards
should not be confused
with reference standard
Sue Dowson, M&I Group committee
artefacts, for example, a
calibrated microphone or calibrated sound calibrator, from
which measurements traceable to national measurement
standards can be obtained.

Why are specification standards important?

International specification standards provide a technical
description of the characteristics to be fulfilled by a particular
instrument which have been arrived at by international
consensus. The standards are widely adopted and applied
at national level, and as such, help to facilitate trade and
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remove trade barriers around the world. They are applied by
manufacturers of instruments in their design and manufacture,
and by testing laboratories in checking the initial and ongoing
performance of an instrument. They provide reassurance
to purchasers and users who can look for the international
standard number on a particular instrument when making a
purchase, but to ensure the performance of the device has been
independently verified; it is also necessary to ask the question
‘who has validated the manufacturer’s performance claims?’ In
addition, other international standard documents describing
a particular measurement method often require the use of an
instrument to meet a particular performance class.

How are specification standards produced?

The leading global organisation that prepares and publishes
international standards for all electrical, electronic and related
technologies is the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) founded in 1906. Currently, there are 86 full or associate
member countries of the IEC. The documents produced by IEC
are also used as the basis for national standardisation. In the
UK for acoustical instruments, IEC standards are accepted by
our standards body, the British Standards Institution (BSI), and
generally re-published without change as BS EN documents.
IEC has 205 technical committees (TCs) or sub-committees
for different subject areas. The relevant one for acoustical
devices is IEC/TC29 ‘Electroacoustics’, which has a parallel
BSI national committee EPL/29. The purpose of TC29 is
standardisation in the field of electroacoustics, by producing
specification standard documents, which are discussed
internationally, and as far as possible, consensus gained prior
to publication.
Within each TC there are working groups/maintenance
teams (WG/MT) which cover different instruments/devices.
In general, a MT works solely on the revision of current
standards, whereas a WG will also consider new items.
WGs and MTs are truly international with members appointed
from many different countries. Nomination is via an
individual’s own national committee, BSI in the UK, and all
nominated members belong to the parallel BSI committee.
If you are interested in joining this committee and
becoming involved in standardisation work please
contact the chair of EPL/29, Dr Richard Barham
(email: richard.barham@acousticsensornetworks.co.uk),
or contact the secretary of the IOA M&I Group, Sue Dowson
(email: acoustics@sandpdow.co.uk).
TC29 currently has 23 participating countries and
13 observer countries. It has a wide remit with topics ranging
from microphones, sound level meters, sound calibrators and
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filters through to hearing aids and audiometric equipment.
TC29 meets about every 18 months for a main session and
separate meetings of most of the WG/MTs, with a different
country acting as host on each occasion.
Much of the work between the meetings is conducted by
email, although occasionally, additional interim meetings are
scheduled. Membership of a WG/MT gives early visibility of
the documents, and an opportunity to discuss key technical
issues with international peers, so giving real input to the
finally approved published standards.
The standardisation process itself is well defined by IEC,
including guidance on timescales to be met, and documents
must progress through various clearly defined stages. These
stages are:
• preliminary,
• proposal,
• preparatory,
• committee,
• enquiry,
• approval, and
• publication.
Once a new work item has been approved by a ballot of the
relevant national committees, the initial preliminary work is
undertaken within the WG or MT.
From the committee stage onwards, documents are sent to
national committees for circulation within their own country.
Comments and votes, where required, are then submitted by

each country through their national committee. Timescales for
comments to be received by IEC/TC29 (and voting at the later
stages – enquiry stage onwards) are also well defined.
There are prescribed voting approval criteria which must
be met to enable the document to advance to the next stage,
and ultimately to publication. At publication, a date is also
agreed before which the standard will not be revised – the
‘stability date’. The target time from agreement for the work to
start to publication is 36 months. More detail of the process is
available on the IEC website and the same principles apply for
revision of existing standards.
So, the WG/MT needs to reach consensus as far as possible for
the standard to be successfully approved, and to ensure that the
specifications are clear and not open to differing interpretations.

Sound level meter specification standards

The current sound level meter standard is the second edition
of IEC 61672. This was revised by IEC/TC29/MT4 and
published in three parts:
• Part 1 ‘Specifications’ published in 2013 [1];
• Part 2 ‘Pattern evaluation tests’ published 2013 [2]; and
• Part 3 ‘Periodic tests’ published 2013 [3].
These standards were adopted in the UK as BS EN standards
with the same number i.e. BS EN 61672-1.
IEC 61672-1 − ‘Specifications’ provides the full
specifications for a sound level meter. Specifications for each
parameter are generally given in terms of a design goal with
P38 ▶
associated acceptance limits.

Instrumentation such as sound level analyser, tapping machine and sound source will often require UKAS calibration
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The second edition of IEC 61672-1 was one of the first
standards within TC29 to apply a simplified policy relating to
uncertainty of measurement and conformance testing, and the
standard also specifies the maximum permitted uncertainties
of measurement for testing.
Conformance to a performance specification is demonstrated
when a measured deviation from a design goal equals, or
does not exceed, the corresponding acceptance limit(s) AND
the testing laboratory has demonstrated that the associated
uncertainty of measurement equals, or does not exceed, the
maximum permitted uncertainty. Note these maximum
permitted uncertainties are only for the testing of the sound
level meter according to Part 2 and Part 3 of IEC 61672 and are
not concerned with the sound level meter in use.
Information on assessment of conformance is given in Annex
C of IEC 61672-1, but, as an example, suppose for a particular
parameter the acceptance limits around the design goal are
+1.0, -1.2 dB and the maximum permitted uncertainty of
measurement is 0.5 dB for a coverage probability of 95 percent.
If the deviation of the measurement for the specified test from
the design goal is greater than +1.0 dB or less than -1.2 dB, then
the meter fails to conform to the standard, irrespective of the
actual associated uncertainty of measurement.
Similarly, if the uncertainty budget calculation from the
testing laboratory shows the actual uncertainty for the test

performed is greater than 0.5 dB then the meter again does not
conform, irrespective of the deviation from the design goal.
Two performance categories, class 1 and class 2, are
specified in the standard. In general, specifications for class
1 and class 2 sound level meters have the same design goals
and differ mainly in the acceptance limits and the range of
operational temperature. Acceptance limits for class 2 are
greater than, or equal to, those for class 1. The standard is
applicable to a range of designs of sound level meters.
The specifications themselves are very wide-ranging and cover:
• adjustments at the calibration check frequency i.e. for
adjustment of the sound level meter using a sound calibrator;
• corrections to indicated levels e.g. for reflections and
diffraction around the microphone and for use of
windscreens, and corrections for use during periodic testing;
• directional response;
• frequency weightings;
• level linearity;
• self-generated noise;
• time-weightings F and S;
• toneburst response;
• response to repeated tonebursts;
• overload indication;
• under-range indication;

Measurements of simulated pass-by in automotive applications will follow standards for vehicle certification
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

C-weighted peak sound level;
s tability during continuous operation;
h
 igh-level stability;
r eset;
thresholds;
d
 isplay;
a nalogue or digital output;
t iming facilities;
r adio frequency emissions and disturbances to a public
power supply;
c rosstalk;
p
 ower supply;
e nvironmental, electrostatic, and radio-frequency
requirements
- static pressure
- air temperature
- humidity
- electrostatic discharge
- A.C. power-frequency and radio-frequency fields
- mechanical vibration;
p
 rovision for use with auxiliary devices;
m
 arking; and
i nstruction manual.

So, the standard will be used by manufacturers to inform
their design and manufacturing processes, by any laboratories
performing pattern evaluation tests of new models or designs,
and by those performing periodic testing of particular
instruments, ensuring that the end user can have continuing
confidence in the results obtained and functions performed by
their instrument.
‘IEC 61672-2 – ‘Pattern-evaluation tests’ provides
details of the full tests necessary to verify conformance to
all mandatory specifications given in IEC 61672-1 for a
particular model of instrument, with the aim of ensuring
that all laboratories use consistent methods to perform
pattern-evaluation testing.
Pattern-evaluation, sometimes known as ‘type testing’, is
mandatory in some countries, so is important for manufacturers
who are exporting, and is usually performed by national
metrology institutes, with one of the main centres being at
PTB in Germany. Pattern-evaluation tests are generally
requested and paid for by the manufacturer of the instrument.
IEC 61672-3 – ‘Periodic tests’ Periodic testing, often
known as periodic verification, is limited testing of an
individual specimen of sound level meter on a regular basis,
and assures the user that the performance of an instrument
still conforms to the applicable specifications for a limited set
of key tests, for the environmental conditions under which
the tests were performed. The aim again is to ensure that all
laboratories use consistent methods.
Periodic testing is requested by the user of the sound
level meter and often performed by accredited laboratories
who have been independently assessed. In the UK, the
accreditation body is the United Kingdom Accreditation
Service (UKAS). There are a number of laboratories accredited
by UKAS to test sound level meters and these can be found by
searching under www.ukas.com .
The tests in IEC 61672-3 are mainly performed electrically
with limited acoustical testing – one of the challenges for the

IEC MT was to prescribe tests that are extensive enough to be
effective in checking ongoing performance, whilst ensuring
that the cost burden for users is not excessive.

Common misconceptions

There are some common misconceptions around the sound
level meter standards:
• Users referring to a ‘class 1 or class 2 microphone’. There is
no such thing! – the sound level meter standards specify
the acceptance limits for a class 1 or class 2 instrument but
this is for the complete instrument not just the microphone.
Also, the microphone specification standards, the IEC
61094 series, do not specify class 1 or class 2 microphones.
Their nomenclature is in terms of a laboratory standard
(LS) microphone or a working standard (WS) microphone,
with LS1 referring to a laboratory standard microphone
of nominal one-inch diameter, and a WS2 to a working
standard microphone of nominal half-inch diameter etc.
• Class and type. Edition 1 of IEC 61672 first introduced two
performance classes, class 1 and class 2. The specification
standards prior to that, IEC 60651 ‘Sound level meters’
and IEC 60804 ‘Integrating-averaging sound level meters’,
provided specifications for four performance classes known
as type 0, 1, 2 and 3. Some people believe that an older type
1 sound level meter has the same performance as a newer
class 1. This isn’t the case – although a few specifications
may be the same; the majority have changed, and, of course,
the newer standards introduced the concept of maximum
permitted uncertainty of measurement.
• To help with the periodic, regular, testing of the older sound
level meters the then BSI committee wrote and then updated
a British Standard, BS 7580 [6], to provide a methodology
for periodic testing. Some users think this document can
be used for periodic testing of the newer sound level meters
manufactured according to IEC 61672, but this is not the
case. BS 7580 applies only to meters originally manufactured
in accordance with IEC 60651 and IEC 60804. For all sound
level meters manufactured according to IEC 61672-1,
Part 3 of the relevant edition (Edition 1 or Edition 2) applies
for periodic testing.

References

[1] IEC 61672-1 Edition 2: 2013 Electroacoustics − Sound
level meters, Part 1 Specifications
[2] IEC 61672-2 Edition 2: 2013 Electroacoustics − Sound
level meters, Part 2 Pattern evaluation tests
[3] IEC 61672-3 Edition 2: 2013 Electroacoustics − Sound
level meters, Part 3 Periodic tests
[4] IEC 60651: 1979 Sound level meters (latest edition)
[5] IEC 60804: 2000 Integrating-averaging sound level meters
(latest edition)
[6] BS 7580-1: 1997 Specifications for the verification of
sound level meters: comprehensive procedure
So, now the rules of sound level meter performance have been
laid down, how can we be confident that what we are purchasing
or using meets the requirements?
Many European countries have addressed this by requiring
‘pattern evaluation’ or ‘type approval’ before an instrument can
P40 ▶
be legally sold or used.
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Limits for construction noise and vibration will require standardised and calibrated instrumentation

Ian Campbell addresses this in
his contribution. Ian has a long
and distinguished career in sound
measurement instrumentation,
having headed up British
manufacturer CEL Instruments
(now part of Casella Group), and
later Cirrus Research. He is now
an independent consultant with
Campbell Associates, who market
Norsonic instruments, and he is,
of course, a past President of
the IOA.

Ian Campbell

Pattern evaluation

I

n our high-tech world, health and safety, along with
common sense, dictate that the machines and devices we
rely on in our everyday life should do what they ‘say on the
tin’. Their very complexity dictates that the user of the device
cannot reasonably be expected to be able to prove the benefits
provided by the product will be delivered; and must therefore
rely on the claims of the vendor and manufacturer.
An example would be the family car, a high-tech piece of
kit that is full of potential safety and environmental hazards
as it comfortably carries us around in our daily lives. This
is ensured by the Motor Vehicle Construction and Use
Regulations. These are internationally agreed specifications
covering all aspects of the design and operational performance
of vehicles. Some of these points would be relatively easy to
check, like the position of the lights etc., others not quite so
easy, such as crash testing, emission of pollutants, etc. These

40

require specific testing environments and techniques hence
restricting confirmation to specialists.
On the plus side, however, these parameters tend to
be design specific so only need to be determined on a
representative sample of that design to confirm that the
ensuing volume production can be reasonably expected to
conform to the design standard when it is new.
As the product ages and wears however, a situation could
arise that would result in it no longer conforming; as brake pads
wear, seat belts chafe, silencers become clogged, etc. so some
form of periodic testing is necessary to identify and correct these
points so that the vehicle continues to conform to the original
specification. In the UK this is the annual vehicle MOT test.
So, we have a system of pattern evaluation of a design to
ensure that it meets the specification, backed up by a system
of periodic verification to ensure it remains compliant
throughout its working life. If both these procedures are
properly carried out, then it is possible to say that the vehicle
conforms to the required standard throughout its working life.
When we come to look at measurement instrumentation,
and sound level meters in particular, the same basic principles
apply but with the complications of measurement traceability
and uncertainty to be considered. These points are dealt
with by national measurement institutions, such as PTB in
Germany etc., with accuracy and uncertainty specifically dealt
with in the product specifications.
When measurements are going to be used as evidence that a
legally defined maximum value has been exceeded, then legal
metrology rules would apply. Going back to the road transport
example, we have the speed cameras that are used to enforce
limits. These cameras must have valid pattern evaluation and
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periodic verifications, so the legal process can be confident
on the measurement data and concern itself with the other
mitigating factors in reaching decisions. Hence the laws state
that the measurements should be made by competent persons
using instrumentation that meets a specific accuracy class
specified in the standard; in respect of the sound level meter,
legal evidence of this would be a certificate of conformance to
BS EN IEC 61672 part 1.
Beyond the strictly legal area, many acoustic professionals
will want to be able to assure their clients that their consultants
and instrumentation meets the highest professional standards
with the lowest possible uncertainty and therefore choose to
use pattern evaluated and periodically verified instrumentation
alongside their staff CPD programmes. So, if a national
metrology institute has provided a pattern evaluation
certification and an accredited calibration laboratory has
performed periodic verification successfully, then certification
of conformance to the specification can be confirmed.
Earlier efforts have stressed the need to keep the costs of the
periodic verification to a minimum, so that part of the testing
has been restricted to electrical tests of key parameters with
minimal acoustic testing.
As a result, the pattern evaluation tests must be more
detailed. So, we have an extensive and detailed schedule
of work falling into the pattern evaluation phase. Pattern
evaluation is clearly the responsibility of the manufacturer, or
the importer if the product comes from outside the EU.
Looking at the practical side of pattern evaluation testing,
it is obvious that it must be based on measurements made on
a sample batch of the model. The standard requires that three
samples be provided and two of these would be selected for
detailed testing by the national laboratory.
These tests will include acoustic testing of the complete
instrument on all weighting networks as well as including
directional response and case reflection effects. The influence of
front-end accessories, such as windscreens and rain protection,
would also need to be considered. In addition, temperature,
humidity and barometric pressure effects need to be investigated
to make sure the meter still meets the standard requirements
over the full range of environmental conditions specified.

As the electrical testing undertaken in the periodic verification
has been restricted to control costs, very detailed investigations
are included in pattern evaluation to ensure that the full range of
acoustic signals are correctly processed by the instrument.
Finally, it is necessary to confirm the EMC performance
of the instrument to ensure that it is not affected by radiation
from other sources or that it will not itself cause interference.
These require expensive test facilities and can also be time
consuming, so this is quite an expensive undertaking for a
manufacturer; cost can easily run into tens of thousands of
pounds to approve each model they produce.
To gauge the level of detail that is required by the pattern
evaluation procedure we can look at the environmental and
acoustic test schedules in a little more detail.
1. Environmental testing
A class 1 sound level meter is required to operate to
specification over the range of barometric pressures from 65 to
108 kPa with a reference level at 101.325 kPa. This would cover
the reasonable range of weather and altitudes found in Europe,
tighter tolerances apply to the range above 85 kPa as this is
typical of the range of pressures expected where most people
live and work.
To undertake the tests, it is necessary to have a sound
calibrator with known performance over such a wide range
of static pressures, this is normally an electro-mechanical
pistonphone as these devices can have corrections for
barometric pressure calculated from basic principles.
The tests are made in a pressure chamber that will
accommodate the meter under test and the sound calibrator.
Firstly, at the reference pressure and then at seven other
pressures equally spaced between the maximum and
minimum values. Tests are repeated twice − once from lowest
to highest and then with falling pressures.
In respect of temperature and relative humidity – again,
a reference sound calibrator is required that has known
corrections for these various environmental conditions and
a chamber that covers the range of environments specified.
There is a short form test that requires testing at the following
levels for a class 1 sound level meter:

Temperature, °C
Reference
-10
5
40
50

Noise at Work is legal metrology, so instrumentation must conform
to standards and be regularly calibrated

Humidity, %RH
Reference
65
25
90
50

Should the meter fail this shortened test, then different tests
separately varying the air temperature alone and then with
different combinations of temperature and relative humidity
must be made.
The time required for the tests is determined by the time
to allow the conditions in the chamber to settle at the test
conditions and then for the instrument and calibrator to
P42 ▶
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2. Acoustic testing
To verify the acoustic performance of the complete instrument
it is necessary to have a free field environment, such as an
anechoic chamber, where the performance of the meter under
test can be compared with a reference microphone at each test
frequency in turn. The tests have to be performed for each
weighting network and front-end configuration that claims
conformance. Tests cover the frequency range of 10 to 20 kHz
with measurements made at third octave centre frequencies
over the range 10 to 2 kHz, sixth octave >2 kHz to 8 kHz and
twelfth octaves 8 kHz to 20 kHz (class 1 only).

The verification of the directional response must be
performed at the microphone reference direction and
measurements also made at intervals of not more than 10°
over the full 360° rotation of the microphone.
Tests are required at third octave intervals for frequencies
500 to 2 kHz, in one sixth octave from 2 kHz to 8 kHz and
one twelfth octaves from 8 kHz to 12.5 kHz (class 1 only).
Should the instrument being tested not have rotational
symmetry about this plane, then additional measurements
must be made in at other planes to ensure the specification
is met.

The performance of hearing protection will be measured using specialised, calibrated instrumentation
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So, in conclusion we can see why there is a need for pattern
evaluation and the chain of events that are necessary to be able
to certify an instrument as conforming to the specification. The
costs to the manufacturer are considerable and, in addition, the
user must meet the costs of the periodic verification; but it does
put legal metrology on a secure basis to ensure only accurate
measurements are offered as evidence.
Experience has shown that examples of claims that a sound
level meter is just a ‘voltmeter with a microphone on the input’ or
a ‘smartphone with some app software’ is sufficient. The complex
effects of the microphone, environment and the dynamics of
acoustic signals usually prove these ideas to be false and products
are put on the market that do not do what is said on the tin.
It is not unknown for instruments to be failed when
submitted for pattern evaluation, particularly for new entrants
into the market. In one particular case, the implications of
the environmental parameters were not fully appreciated
and others, to my knowledge, have been concerned with the
measurement of peak values or the calculation of LAeq,t
results with high dynamic range signals.
There is no doubt that legal metrology, which is mandated
in many EU countries, has resulted in the Standards
authorities concentrating on independent verification of
performance and control of uncertainty; and the quality of
acoustic measurement has improved as a result.
As far as the UK is concerned, the home of caveat emptor,
it is not a mandated requirement; but many government noise
control regulations recommend it. So, the acoustic professional
can ignore it at their peril if they wish.
The official view in the UK is for the buyer to be aware of
what is needed and then use their own resources to ensure
they obtain it. This leaves the situation where anyone can
claim conformance to the standard, even for a phone app. So,
in the UK, for professional applications, it is for the purchaser
to establish that this claim to conformance is true or make
their own estimates of the impact of instrument uncertainty
that they need to build into their measurement report.
We see examples of meters submitted to calibration
laboratories that are clearly marked with the BS EN 61672
standard that fail the periodic verification due to basic design
flaws. But then when you consider that the meter cost less than
the cost of the periodic verification, then the client should be
asking themselves why the meter is so inexpensive.
It is perfectly in order for a manufacturer to claim
conformance to the standard without having their internal
testing confirmed by a national laboratory. However, if they
have not established that the meter actually meets the standard
it would be an offence under the trade description laws. There
will obviously be occasions where the added costs of legal
metrology cannot be justified, and in these cases, it is for
the technician making the measurements to decide on the
uncertainty contribution from the instrument. Omitting the
pattern evaluation but completing the periodic verification
would point to possible areas of error to be associated with the
acoustic, environmental, EMC or electrical performance near
the range limits. If the periodic verification is also skipped,
then well, the errors could be anywhere.
When a sound level meter is purchased, the supplier will
typically provide a certificate of calibration to internal factory

procedures. How can we be
sure that the instrument
continues to perform to its
published specification? The
answer, of course, is regular
laboratory calibration using
an independent test house.
Anything our next
contributor, Richard Tyler,
does not know about
calibration is probably not
worth knowing. Richard’s
career includes research
and development at CEL
Instruments, and Casella
Instruments in Bedford,
and later he founded the
well-known calibration
Richard Tyler
laboratory, AV Calibration.
He also ran his own
company, AVI, which continued to develop both commercial and
bespoke OEM instruments until recently. He was the founding
father of the M&I Group of the IOA, and successfully chaired the
committee for many years until his retirement.

Calibration

T

he concept of calibration is used in a variety of contexts,
but this section deals with two of the most common
practical applications for acousticians:
1 calibration of equipment in the field by the application of a
calibrator of some description to a measuring instrument;
and
2 having an instrument verified by a calibration laboratory in
some fashion.
Before any further detail, the meaning of the word
‘calibration’ needs clarification. In the context of item 1 (above),
it is usually taken to mean ‘applying a known level of sound to
a transducer, noting the reading obtained on the instrument
connected to the transducer, and comparing it with the known
level of the applied source, making any corrections necessary as
appropriate’ (which will be discussed later). Often, if the reading
obtained is not exactly the same as the known applied level, the
instrument will be adjusted to remove any difference. This is
NOT calibration, but adjustment.
However in the context of item 2 (above), if an instrument
of any type is sent to a test laboratory for calibration, the
laboratory should measure that instrument and report their
findings, usually comparing them to a known international or
national standard as regards the relative accuracy of the device.
The comparison device should have direct traceability to a
national standards laboratory if at all possible. NO adjustment
should be made at that stage. If the instrument does not meet
the requirements of its design criteria, or the owner of the
equipment requires it optimised for best accuracy, then the
laboratory may, if so instructed and able, make adjustments.
The equipment should then be fully re-measured so that the
new calibration reports the latest measurements and accuracy,
together with its associated uncertainty.
Calibration therefore should not be expected to
P44 ▶
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Quick summary

Field calibration – apply calibrator to transducer both before
and after measurement. Adjust instrumentation to match
certified value of calibrator plus any corrections required
Laboratory calibration – have equipment regularly calibrated –
calibrators once per year, most other equipment once every two
years unless otherwise specified.

Field calibration

An acoustic calibrator, usually operating at 1 kHz, is the most
common device used to check the accuracy of instrumentation
in the field. Good practice requires the calibrator to be applied
to the measurement chain both before and after measurements
have been made.
The acoustic level of the applied calibrator should be known
to the best accuracy available, so normally this should have
been sent to a laboratory for calibration fairly recently, and the
exact value, together with its associated uncertainty, reported
on the certificate supplied by the laboratory used to adjust any
instrumentation being used.
‘Fairly recently’ is obviously relative, but in the UK, UKAS
recommend that this is performed annually. However, if the
calibrator has been dropped or has received any significant
knocks, it may be sensible to reduce this interval. There are
no mandatory requirements for the calibration interval in the
UK, only recommendations, but in certain applications, the
interval may be defined for a particular task. It is obviously
sensible to have full confidence in the level of this device, as if
the level is incorrect, then any adjustments of the measuring
instrumentation will only carry through any error in the level of
the acoustic calibrator.
As well as the value of sound pressure level reported
by a calibration laboratory for a given acoustic calibrator,
consideration must be given to any corrections that may
need to be applied. An acoustic calibrator generates a known
acoustic pressure in a sealed cavity. This is not the same as a

free field acoustic level. Correction factors may be needed to
adjust the pressure level to an equivalent free field level, and
these will be dependent on the type of microphone to which
the calibrator is fitted and the modus operandi of the acoustic
calibrator. Many modern devices need only a correction
for the size of microphone, as the level inside the cavity is
compensated for by feedback principles.
However, if a pistonphone or calibrator with the class
category ending in /M is used, (or /C for older calibrators),
other corrections are required. The most common is for
atmospheric pressure, which directly affects the level of
pistonphones, and requires a knowledge of the atmospheric
pressure at the time of use to produce the best accuracy. Other
devices may require manufacturer information to obtain the
correct level at any given time. For best accuracy, the required
corrections must be applied at the time of adjusting the
instrumentation before and after measurement. Corrections
should have been derived using methods detailed in IEC
62585:2012 and published by the instrument manufacturers.
If the levels before and after measurement differ by anything
significant, then consideration must be given to the values
reported for those measurements, or in cases of significant
change, the measurements should be repeated.

Laboratory calibration of instrumentation

To check the performance of measuring equipment, they
should be sent for ‘verification’ to a laboratory capable of
undertaking testing to whatever Standard or accuracy the
instrument was designed to meet. Modern designs of sound
measuring equipment are usually remarkably stable with time,
and therefore do not require as frequent calibration as the
applied field or laboratory calibrator discussed earlier. In most
cases, a two year interval suffices, but if frequent adjustments
during the application of field calibrators is observed, then
shorter intervals are likely to be needed.

Limits of demolition noise and vibration will need to be determined using traceably calibrated monitors
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Calibration to national or international Standards

Most acoustic measuring instrumentation will claim compliance
to a variety of Standards, depending on the country of origin
and its intended market. IEC 61672:2013, available in three
parts, forms the basis of the most widely accepted requirements
for sound level meters, and many other countries have used
this as the basis of their own requirements (e.g. USA, Japan
etc.) sometimes with minor amendments. Part 1 gives the
requirements for what the meter measures, part 2 defines the
tests it must pass when fully tested (pattern approval), and part
3 defines a reduced subset of tests used for periodic verification.
These are the tests that most calibration laboratories perform on
a regular basis.
Standards for octave and third octave filters (IEC 61260:2014
and 2016 in three parts), personal sound exposure meters
(dosemeters) (IEC 61252:1993) and acoustic calibrators
(IEC 60942:2017) are similarly referenced as the basis for
laboratories to verify the current performance of measuring
instrumentation.
Older instruments should be tested to the version of the
Standard they were designed to meet. For sound level meters,
testing to BS 7580:1997 parts 1 and 2 apply to sound level
meters designed to IEC 60651:1979 and 60804:2000 (often used
outside the UK), otherwise the correct version or edition as
quoted on the instrument or in its handbook should be used
when tested. This can be established by the year quoted after
and with the Standard number.
In the UK, British Standards have been harmonised with
European requirements (EN European Norm) as well as the
international ones, so they are then published as BS EN IEC or
BS EN ISO XXXX.

Laboratory accuracy

There is a wide variety in the extent, accuracy and uncertainty
of what a calibration laboratory does when testing an
instrument. A lot depends on what the customer requires
and specifies to the laboratory. Ignorance of the precision
measurements specified in the Standards is quite widespread,
and as anyone can set themselves up as a calibration
laboratory in the UK without any inspection or checking of
what service they offer, it can be a question of knowing details
of the exact service on offer. For example, one laboratory
offering calibration of a sound level meter merely applied
their acoustic calibrator to it, adjusted the meter to read the
calibrator’s level, and claimed the meter was fully calibrated.
Another just carried out the electrical tests specified in the
Standard, but did nothing acoustic at all. Neither process can
be recommended as a full verification of the meter.
All laboratories should claim a degree of accuracy traceable
to national or international Standards in some fashion. In the
UK, the highest level of this is verified by the United Kingdom
Accreditation Service (UKAS), and only laboratories that
have undergone rigorous examination by UKAS officials can
claim UKAS accreditation, and will have their own specific
laboratory number. UKAS will independently re-inspect these
laboratories annually to ensure the claimed accuracies and
uncertainties of measurement are maintained, as well as the
relevance and competence of staff and the procedures they are
working to. Outside the UK, similar arrangements are often
available through national sources.

Laboratories that do not claim UKAS accreditation can still
have their reference measuring systems verified to national
Standards for accuracy, but will usually only be able to claim a
greater degree of uncertainty in their measurements.

Traceable or national standard calibration

For best precision, backed up by independent cross checking
of the calibration process, a national standard laboratory, or
a laboratory accredited via a national accreditation process
such as UKAS in the UK, will always be the best measuring
capability. Not too surprisingly, it will almost always be the
most expensive as well.
Any secondary laboratory should define exactly what it
tests, its accuracy in performing those tests, and the associated
uncertainty of those results. Customers can usually specify
which tests they require, as these laboratories are not usually
bound to carry out the full range of tests each time they
measure an instrument, and with some measuring systems,
the laboratory may only be able to receive part of the full
measuring chain for testing.
Depending on what application the measurements are
aimed at, less than top-notch accuracy and uncertainty may be
quite acceptable, especially if outdoor acoustic measurements
are being taken, as the uncertainties of wind, temperature,
proximity to buildings and people etc. will often contribute far
greater uncertainty to the measurement process than that from
the instrumentation.
As with so many instrumentation issues, the user must
decide exactly what degree of calibration they need and
ensure that any laboratory used is capable of delivering the
specification they expect. This can be quite demanding on the
user, but in most countries, unless a full test is carried out to
the Standard the instrument is designed to meet, anything less
must be carefully evaluated.
If measurements are to be used in any legal framework,
anything less than recent calibration by a laboratory
independently assessed and accredited (e.g. UKAS in the UK)
can be considered risky if the measurements are likely to be
challenged in court.
All of the above assumes a complete measuring instrument,
right the way through from microphone to displayed results.
There may come a time, however, when a measurement system
uses parts of the chain, all of which conform to the specifications
of parts of the standards. For example, an outdoor microphone
might be connected to a data acquisition unit, which performs
the measurement, and displays the result remotely over the
internet. These devices are typically used for wide-area noise
monitoring, long-term
applications and ‘smart
city’ applications using
IOT devices.
Our next contributor, Ben
Piper, is well placed to discuss
these issues, having been at
NPL Teddington, and now
running his own company,
Acoustic Sensor Networks,
specialising in smart city
applications and MEMS
Ben Piper
P46 ▶
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Noise monitors and sound level meter standards

A

dvances in computing and communications
technology have allowed for a shift in approach when
it comes to measuring environmental noise. The speed
of change has meant that there are no current standards that
apply for a lot of systems that are used, or that a cumbersome
and potentially expensive fudge is required for these systems
to be able to claim conformance with a specific standard.
For the purpose of this article there are two separate
categories of system that need to be considered. These are sound
level meters (SLMs) and sound monitoring systems (SMSs).
SLMs have been around for decades, they have well-defined
performance and should be covered by fully appropriate
standards such IEC 61672. They generally consist of a
hand-held unit with on-board processing, a display and a
high-quality condenser microphone and preamplifier. Increasingly,
they also have some data logging and transmission features.
SMSs are distributed systems typically with a microphone,
local processing unit, and some means of data transmission
(Wi-Fi, 4G etc) at the point of measurement with data stored
in a cloud where further processing can take place and feed a
web-based display. There are many variations on this theme
with some systems performing machine learning at the node,
whilst others monitor a single broadband level as part of a
sensing platform that includes other measurands such as air
quality, light and parking availability. The components used
to make these systems have a wide variety in quality and
cost. The key advantage of using this type of system is they
are much more flexible in the number of points, length of
measurement campaign, or indeed, what they are measuring.
The quality of the data measured is very variable though.
For any measurements which require conformance to a
standard such as aviation noise or planning compliance there
is no choice but to use a type approved SLM, at least for that
aspect of the measurement campaign. It is entirely possible to
build a distributed network based on type approved equipment
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and these exist for some critical applications such as airport
noise monitoring. This is a very expensive and inflexible
option though.
SMSs are mostly suited to measuring noise trends and
identifying noise events. Even in these contexts it is important
that the quality of the data is considered. It would be very
easy to deploy hundreds of sensors using cheap, unverified
equipment and end up with terabytes of meaningless data. In
designing a monitoring network, consideration must be given
to the trade-off between quantity and quality of data.
Some example applications of SMSs include adding real
time layers to traffic noise such as the DYNAMAP project in
Italy, source localisation and attribution, such as the Crossrail
Moorgate construction noise monitoring project in London,
and sound identification such as the work undertaken in the
SONYC project in New York.
SMSs clearly require some standardisation and this is
currently under discussion in a working group of the IEC
TC29 electroacoustic standards committee. There has been
progress on discussing the flexibility of systems which could
be tested, but input from testing laboratories is still required.

Conclusion

From the above, it should be clear that sound level meters are
more than just a voltmeter with a microphone plugged in, or
similarly, a smartphone with an SLM app! As professional
acousticians, members of the IOA should be aware of what goes
into the design and manufacture of a sound level meter, and
how it is not only expedient but essential to invest in credible
instrumentation, particularly for legal metrology.
If any issues are unclear, the M&I Group exists to inform and
educate in such matters, so always feel free to contact us via
the Institute.
John Shelton, chair, M&I Group, Institute of Acoustics
jshelton@acsoft.co.uk 
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Sharing sound experiences
at Big Bang South East
As part of the IOA’s ongoing public outreach efforts, Vicky Stewart, associate acoustic
consultant and national STEM co-ordinator at Atkins, volunteered to be part of a group
of acoustics and audio engineers at the Big Bang Fair South East (BBF-SE) held over two
days at the end of June. This is her report:

B

ig Bang South East was organised by STEM Sussex,
the University of Brighton’s STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths) outreach department, which
aims to provide students with the opportunity to learn about
the various avenues and career possibilities in the fields of
science and engineering, by allowing them to interact with
professionals and experts in the various fields.
The event has been running annually for eight years now
and has grown in attendance from 1,980 to 13,000 in 2019.
These regional Big Bang Fairs (BBF) are large, hands-on
careers events, with activities, workshops and theatre shows,
as well as plenty of opportunities to talk to scientists and
engineers from local and national organisations.
They also host the regional heats for the Big Bang
competition. The finals take place at the National Big Bang Fair
at the NEC each spring and attract more than 80,000 visitors.

IOA STEM Committee work

I sit on the newly formed IOA STEM Committee and at our
last meeting we discussed the benefits of having a stand at the
Big Bang Fair South East, so we arranged a call with STEM
Sussex to book our space.
Through many conversations about the fair and a post on
LinkedIn, we found six outstanding and enthusiastic volunteers
for the stand from different organisations. This included Lee
Davison from Solent University, Roslyn Andrews from AECOM,
Derek Nash from Acoustics Central, Pritham D’Souza from
RBA Acoustics, Alex Krasnic from Vanguardia and me. Our
stand featured brilliant acoustics-related material from Solent
University, including sound level meters and a head and torso

Alex Krasnic and the McLaren
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Vicky Stewart (on the left) at the Big Bang Fair IOA stand

simulator (HATS). We also had a couple of home-made listening
devices, a tapping machine and a dodec provided by Derek Nash.
As the National STEM co-ordinator for Atkins I have been
involved with the company’s presence at the Big Bang Fair
South East for a number of years. This year, we ran a series of
workshops including a ‘Mars landers’ with eggs, we made electric
motors and loudspeakers and designed earthquake-proof towers.
We organised an activity to design a boat made from a square
of foil, with the capability to carry as many marbles as possible
P50 ▶
before sinking; the record was 35.

Lee and Pritham inspire a group of children
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Young visitor tests out a confusaphone with a friend

Inspirational fun

The fair also serves as a very useful opportunity to
demonstrate the broad scope (and very cool) nature of the
work that we do.
The main aim of the IOA presence at the event was to make
students aware of the multi-disciplinary nature of the field of
acoustics, noise and vibration, with applications in everything
from making the tiny loudspeakers on mobile phones sound
good, to isolating entire buildings from the noise made by
underground trains.
Some fun demonstrations involving ConfusaPhones were
used to show how human hearing and sound localisation
works. The IOA stand also demonstrated the various tools
of the trade, including sound level meters, geophones/
vibration monitoring devices, AudioTalkboxes and a HATS.
As expected, all these gadgets, including our home-made and
brilliant ConfusaPhones created a great deal of interest.

A group of friends demonstrate a confusaphone, the wearer has
her eyes closed and her friends run around her, shouting
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Alex draws a crowd for a shouting competition

The next generation

All in all, attending BBF was a great experience and it was
particularly rewarding to talk to students about something we are all
passionate about. Hopefully, we were able to do our bit in inspiring
the next generation of acousticians and audio engineers. 

Video

Further details about the event, the IOA’s involvement
and a video montage of the BBF are available here:
https://www.ioa.org.uk/sharing-sound-experiences-bigbang-south-east
Vicky Stewart sits on the IOA STEM Committee and won the
IOA Award for Promoting Acoustics to the Public 2016. She
was a finalist in the STEM Learning Awards and on National
Women in Engineering Day in 2016, the Daily Telegraph
named her one of the top 50 women in engineering. Last year
she was the runner up at the STEM Inspiration awards in the
‘The Joan Sjøvoll award for STEM Leadership’ category.

The IOA stand demonstrated the various tools of the trade,
including a head and torso simulator
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Midlands
Branch
Threading the needle: Managing noise exposure and pollution while
maintaining a high-quality audience experience at outdoor events
By Rob Bungay
Dr Adam Hill, senior lecturer in audio engineering at the
University of Derby, presented at a joint Audio Engineering
Society (AES) and IOA presentation in June where he
discussed the issue of noise pollution from outdoor and
indoor entertainment events and how it is becoming
increasingly problematic.
Dr Hill opened the presentation by talking about a new
draft paper and working group created to address sound
exposure, noise pollution from outdoor events and the
practicality and preservation of high-quality audience
experience. Research was conducted on published literature,
which highlighted that there is little guidance on controlling
noise pollution of outdoor events. Midlands Branch members
were then guided through how the design, prediction, noise
regulations of where the event is held and noise monitoring,
all play an important role in controlling noise pollution.
A variety of key questions on how all these intertwine with
each other were then discussed, with some very interesting
examples of how designs can lead to significant problems to

the audience and receptors around the event, along with the
difficulty of controlling the physiological and psychological
low-frequency noise response from the audience and receptors.
Difficulties in predicting the success of mitigation measures
were covered, these included:
• bandwidth limitation;
• secondary sound systems;
• low-frequency absorbing tubes; and
• the use of a limiting level.
The presentation concluded with a discussion of the role of the
audio engineer in delivering high quality audio to the audience
whilst limiting noise pollution, along with discussion around
there being no definitive solutions and that significant research
is required to further expand on the 40 years’ worth of data.
The Midlands Branch would like to thank Dr Adam Hill
and the University of Derby for a fantastic presentation and
for providing the venue and refreshments. 

From evidence to Guidelines: An overview and critique of the
methodology underlying the WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines
By Fiona Rogerson
In July, the Midlands Branch welcomed Dr Charlotte Clark to
provide an overview and critique of the recently published World
Health Organization Environmental Noise Guidelines for the
European Region (WHO, 2018). Charlotte’s background includes
over 15 years’ experience of conducting research into the effects
of environmental noise on a wide range of health, wellbeing and
quality of life outcomes and she was part of the Systematic Review
Team for the new guidelines.
The presentation provided an overview of the WHO guidelines
and the evidence reviews undertaken as part of this project, which
have explored the strength of the evidence for effects of aircraft
noise, road traffic noise, railway noise and wind-turbine noise on a
range of health outcomes including annoyance, sleep disturbance,
cardiovascular disease, mental health, and children’s learning.
Charlotte talked a little around how the new guidelines differ
in approach and scope from the previous WHO guidelines.
Notably, they are source specific rather than environment specific
and they take a risk-based approach rather than setting out
effect thresholds (e.g. lowest observed adverse effect level) as
was the case for previous guidelines. Charlotte highlighted that
for anything not covered in the new guidelines, the previous
guidelines still stand (e.g. indoor noise levels) and that they
complement rather than replace the Night Noise Guidelines.
The guidelines use a system for grading the quality of the
evidence used for determining noise exposure levels. Charlotte
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was able to give
some insight into
this, explaining
that even where the
evidence is graded
as ‘low quality’, this
does not necessarily
mean that exposure
to noise has no
effect on the
Dr Charlotte Clark presenting
health outcome,
but rather encourages further research to improve the quality
of the evidence.
Finally, Charlotte talked us through a number of slides showing
exposure-response curves for aircraft annoyance and sleep
disturbance, derived from a range of studies, noting how large the
spread of data is in many cases. It is acknowledged in the guidelines
that there are uncertainties in transferring exposure-response
functions from one geographical location to another, noting
cultural differences in attitudes to noise amongst other factors. The
guidelines recommend that exposure-response curves derived in a
local context should be applied whenever possible.
The Midlands Branch would like to thank Dr Charlotte Clark
for a valuable and interesting presentation and the University of
Derby for providing the venue. 
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Software

New software tool enhances
the efficiency and robustness of
architectural sound tests
Curtis Thompson, of MACH Group, has developed a piece of software, Sound Testing
Software, to make the process of testing architectural acoustics parameters quicker, easier
and more repeatable.

T

he new Sound Testing Software (STS), which automates
the process of testing building acoustic elements, is
online and free to use.
This article describes the research undertaken prior to the
production of the software and invites feedback from readers
and users.

Computer science in acoustics

After shadowing acoustic consultants as part of their
research, Curtis Thompson, and computer scientist,
Steven Bendell, found that automation, improved data
processing and report generation would speed up the process,
while also adding robustness to the results and improving the
testing process.
Collaboration was key to the development of this new
tool. This involved meetings with acoustic engineers to
fully understand their needs and working methods. This
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highlighted specific areas where a software tool could help,
such as:
• reducing time and improving efficiency on site;
• an intelligent equipment management system;
• the sharing and organisation of data;
• a clear and flexible testing process;
• error checking;
• instant results on site;
• a flexible report-making system, with report templates for
different types of testing (BB93, Part E, BREEAM, HTM);
and
• speedy testing without compromising quality.
STS has been built to work with a range of sound level
meters, and to improve repeatability, can undertake testing to
different standards. Users can adjust test configurations and
the software can be set up before attending site (or on site)
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defining the test schedule, pass requirements and how tests are
to be undertaken. This combined with internal error checking
improves the quality of test reports.
STS software accepts data from a wide range of sound levels
meters, meaning that meters no longer need to be reserved for
single application and this cloud-based system stores, holds
and processes all test results and data.
In a competitive industry, the ability to offer same day
reporting is very powerful. Reports can already be generated
and given to the client on site, but this does not give the
opportunity for a second pair of expert eyes to review the
report (or the data) first. However, the cloud-based automated
report generatation provided by the STS system does allow
this, offering real time remote reviewing and approval of the
generated report while the engineer remains on site.

templates to be loaded before generating a report (Part E, BB93,
BREEAM etc.). This means the system does not simply generate
a single test report type, but a more bespoke report matching
the exact needs of the project at hand. Reports contain:
•
•
•
•
•

background noise levels;
sound insulation results;
RT measurements;
details of equipment used and calibration data; and
site details etc.

The above information can therefore be automatically added
to the reports at the exact points that users choose. Results can
be compared against performance standards automatically,
meaning that pass/fails can also be added without the need to
adjust, alter, or copy and paste results into new reports.

Multiple meters

The automated report generating STS system offers real time
remote reviewing and approval of generated reports

Automatic report generation

The generation of reports is a time-consuming and sometimes
repetitive process. For consistency, STS automatically generates
a test report using the style and formats of your specific
company. The software also enables a wide range of different

Large residential buildings, hotels and office blocks can require
a substantial amount of acoustic testing, so sometimes, several
engineers are needed onsite. This means there will be multiple
sound level meters used on the project and potentially
different types of meter. STS enables users to save time by
collating the data from multiple meters to produce a single set
of test results, which is then published as one report without
additional processing.
For example, one engineer might be measuring the
reverberation times of the different rooms in an office building,
another could be measuring the background noise and a third
measuring the separation across walls in the same building.
This software allows all three measurement types to be assessed,
plotted and reviewed simultaneously. Background noise levels
for the cellular and open plan spaces, reverberation time for
the cellular spaces and sound insulation results can then be
presented in a company formatted report, with no additional
post processing. This process offers considerable time saving
P56 ▶
and reduces errors.

STS automatically generates a test report using the style and formats from users’ existing templates
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Software
Data processing

STS is a cloud-based tool hosted on
Amazon Web Services (AWS), using
third party encryption. It provides
instant updates and provides users with
a centralised, encrypted database of all
their test files and data, including site/
construction details and equipment logs
etc. in a single, instantly accessible data
point. STS also provides useful automatic
email calibration reminders.

Data structure

Carefully designed data structures allow
various types of tests to be carried out
with flexible performance requirements.
This avoids wasted time adjusting working
methods to handle projects that are out of the ordinary. This
organisation of data makes working methods robust and
efficient and the data is stored in such a way that it interacts
seamlessly with other applications.

Viewing results on site

Consultants are often able to troubleshoot issues and
propose solutions by viewing DnT, D and R’ data directly
in the software. Data for each test is tabulated and plotted
on interactive graphs to make it easy to see the results,
improving data analysis. All this is done on the web and in
real time, allowing a full set of post processing and analysis
to be undertaken on site or in the office. (See image below).
An inbuilt error checking module has been added to catch
any errors such as the 6dB rule for testing to ISO 140. This
removes the need for re-tests and further site visits.
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Calculations

Any calculation method must be consistently correct and careful
examination of standards (BS ISO 8233, 140, 717, 16283 etc.) has
been undertaken to ensure this. We have therefore developed
a robust acoustic engine, handling different requirements,
procedures and results from different types of tests, including
sound insulation, background noise or reverberation.

Accessing the STS software

If you want to provide feedback, visit soundtestingsoftware.com
For a demo use the following details: Login email: demo@demo.com
Login password: stsdemo 
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General News

IOA award
entries DEADLINE

T

he Institute of Acoustics annually honours people whose
contributions to acoustics or to the Institute have been
particularly noteworthy. The medals and awards programme
is wide ranging in its acknowledgment of academic achievement,
practical engineering applications and innovations, student
achievement and contributions to the Institute and to the world of
science and technology.
If you are entering the 2020 IOA awards, please note that all
award submissions need to be in by 1st October 2019 at the latest.
Decisions will made by Christmas and the winners will be
announced early 2020. This ensures that there is sufficient time for
award winners to plan to attend the IOA annual conference in May
2020, where their awards will be presented.

The 2020 IOA awards comprise:

• The Rayleigh Medal (UK acoustician in 2020). The Rayleigh
Medal is the Institute of Acoustics’ premier award, awarded
without regard to age to persons of undoubted renown for
outstanding contributions to acoustics.
• The AB Wood Medal (UK/Europe acoustician in 2020). The AB
Wood Medal and attendant prize is aimed at researchers aged
under 40, whose work is associated with the sea.

• The Institute of Acoustics Engineering Medal. This is
awarded in even-numbered years to registered engineers at
Chartered, Incorporated or Engineering Technician grade in
recognition of their outstanding contribution in the field of
acoustical engineering.
• The Peter Lord Award. This is awarded annually for a building,
project or product that showcases outstanding and innovative
acoustic design.
• The Peter Barnett Memorial Award. This award recognises
advancements and technical excellence in the fields of
electroacoustics, speech intelligibility, and education in acoustics
and electroacoustics.
• The Award for Promoting Acoustics to the Public. This award
has been created to encourage activity that generates greater
awareness of the importance of acoustics to people without
acoustical expertise.
• The IOA Young Persons Award for Innovation in Acoustical
Engineering (sponsored by Cirrus). This award recognises
excellence and achievement in acoustical engineering among those
who are aged under 35, or early on in their careers in industry.
Nomination forms are on the IOA website
https://www.ioa.org.uk/about-us/awards 

Speech in noise training helps speech
perception for people with cochlear implants

S

peech perception in noise is often a
challenge for many cochlear implant
users, but a study has tested how
training of perception of speech in noise
improved speech perception among
people who have the devices fitted.
To assess the effect of training on speech
perception in noise, 22 pre-lingually
hearing impaired cochlear implant users with years of cochlear
implant experience was compared with 30 normal hearing young
adults. All the participants followed single- and multisession
training using the same training protocol.
A sentence in noise test was used for the training and all of the
participants took part in a single training session. Six people with
normal hearing and seven with cochlear implants continued training
for four additional training sessions. All seven cochlear implant users
trained for an additional five days, totalling 10 training sessions.

Improvements

Following the single-session training, the cochlear
implant users showed speech reception thresholds in
noise (SRTn) that were nine to 10 dB higher (worse)
than the normal hearing participants. After the five
first days of training, five of seven cochlear implant
users reduced this disadvantage by half. After 10 days
of training, the cochlear implant participants improved
in performance by 4.1 dB signal-noise-ratio (SNR).
According to the authors, the study is the first to demonstrate
the course of learning and improvements in SRTn following
training speech perception in noise in cochlear implant users with
pre-lingual hearing loss.
The study, ‘Training of Speech Perception in Noise in
Pre-Lingual Hearing Impaired Adults With Cochlear Implants
Compared With Normal Hearing Adults’, was published in the
journal, Otology & Neurotology 

IOA publishes free new acoustics
industry career guide
‘Acoustics A Sound Career 2019’ has been produced to inspire GCSE,
A Level pupils and undergraduates to consider a career in acoustics.
The IOA has been distributing the supplement throughout the
summer at careers events (such as ‘Big Bang’, reported on page 48
of this issue).
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‘Acoustics A Sound Career 2019’ is free to
download at http://bit.ly/2XybigD
You can request a hard copy by
emailing: ioa@ioa.org.uk or calling
+44 (0) 300 999 9675 

ACOUSTICS
A SOUND
CAREER
2019

If you want a
career that mixes
people, science
and engineering,
then head to the
world of acoustics
Produced by the Institute of Acoustics
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Association of Noise
Consultants elect
new president

G

raham Parry, managing director of ACCON UK, has
been elected as the new president of the Association
of Noise Consultants (ANC). He succeeds retiring
president, Peter Hepworth, who held the post for four years.
Graham, who has played an active role in the ANC for almost
30 years, said: “I was flattered to be asked to become president.
“Many of its initiatives and guidance documents are
implemented across the whole of the acoustics profession,
resulting in a raising of the standard of service to clients and
members of the public.
“I have had the
pleasure of knowing
the three previous
presidents of the
ANC who served
over the past
12 years, and they
will be a very hard
act to follow.”
Graham is also
(L-R) ANC chairman Dan Saunders, new
the vice president of
president Graham Parry and retiring
the IOA. 
president, Peter Hepworth
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How new audio mix
technology can help
hearing impaired
TV viewers

T

he BBC is testing new technology that allows hearing
impaired viewers to change the levels of audio on
a programme.
The technology is available via the BBC’s Taster website where
viewers can set their own levels in the audio mix of
drama, ‘Casualty’.
Viewers can use a slider button in addition to the volume
control, which can be moved to reduce background noise,
including music, making the dialogue crisper.
According to Lauren Ward, project lead on the A&E Audio
Project Team, work on the special episode of ‘Casualty’ began
in post-production, during the audio mix, when each sound,
or group of sounds, was given an importance level (stored in
metadata) by the dubbing mixer or producer.
The slider, or ‘narrative balancer’ as the BBC calls it, is then
added to the online media player. Lauren explained: “At one
end of the slider all the objects are the same level as the original
broadcast mix. At the other end is a simplified mix with louder
speech and only the most important sounds to the narrative. The
viewer is then able to adjust between these two mixes to find the
balance of dialogue and other sounds that they prefer.” 
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The sound
of Stonehenge

A

cademics from the University of Salford’s Acoustical
Engineering Department have constructed a 1:12 scale
model of Stonehenge, using 3D printing and custom
modelling, to determine how sound would have carried across
all of the original 157 carefully placed stones in 2200 BC.
In the first modelling of Stonehenge of its kind, Professor
Trevor Cox and his team worked with Historic England to
recreate the ancient stone circles as an acoustic physical scale
model to better understand how their formation might have
provided acoustics to support the ceremonies and rituals of the
Stone Age.
Professor Cox, who is leading the project, said: “There have
been very few studies into the sounds created at Stonehenge. We
know, for example, that within Stonehenge the reflections from
the stones should have helped to reinforce speech. But by how
much? This to-scale model, which incorporates archaeological

The model drew on Stonehenge laser scan data from Historic
England and the latest archaeological research to create the
shape and position of the stones

mapping techniques to identify the layout of the original site,
will allow us better understand what our ancestors would have
heard in the stone circles.”
We will publish updated information on this study in a future
issue of Acoustics Bulletin. 

One person files over 3,100 complaints about
Dublin Airport noise in six months

A

number of repeat objectors are responsible for an
almost-tenfold increase in complaints about noise from
aircraft using Dublin Airport in the first half of 2019.
Figures published by the DAA, the airport’s operator, show
that one individual has filed 3,147 complaints about noise from
aircraft between January and June – approximately 82 percent
of all complaints recorded over the period – an average of more
than 17 complaints per day.
The same person was also responsible
for a 22 percent increase in overall noise
complaints to the DAA in 2018, when they
registered 628 incidents.
Overall, a total of 3,817 noise complaints
were lodged with the DAA from just
over 100 individuals during the period,
compared to 396 complaints over the
corresponding timeframe last year.

The DAA claims the figures are skewed by a significant
number of complaints from a few individuals. If such repeat
objectors are excluded, the DAA estimates the number of
complaints in the first half of 2019 is around 330.
A DAA spokeswoman said: “We are puzzled as to what has
changed since the first complaint came in July 2018, as the
current flight procedures/path have remained the same for at
least the past 15 years.”
The DAA said all aircraft taking
off and landing in Dublin were compliant
with current standards set down by
the International Civil Aviation Organisation
on aircraft noise, noise abatement measures
and operating restrictions. 
One individual has filed 3,147 complaints about noise from
aircraft at Dublin Airport between January and June this year

Scottish venues win protection from noise
complaints as planning law is updated

E

ntertainment venues in Scotland will receive protection
from noise complaints, after the ‘agent of change’
planning principle was enshrined into Scottish law.
The principle means that if an existing entertainment
venue is in place before a new development is built nearby, the
developer is responsible for soundproofing against noise.
An amended version of the Planning (Scotland) Bill was
passed into law on 21st June, which included the agent of
change principle as well as four other references to culture.
The other references require culture to be considered in local
development plans, town and county planning and the country’s
National Planning Framework.
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A group representing 50 arts organisations in Scotland,
‘Culture Counts’, has welcomed the changes.
Executive leader of Culture Counts, Jennifer Hunter, said:
“The Planning (Scotland) Bill has recognised the cultural sector
and its value to communities in Scotland.
“We’re pleased that politicians and civil servants understand
the wider importance of the protection of culture; due to
well-known benefits that span across health and social care,
education and the economy.”
The agent of change principle was adopted into English law
in July last year. 
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Building Acoustics
Test Solution

www.nti-audio.com

Complies with ADE & ISO 16283

NTi Audio UK, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, UK
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General News

Reproduced Sound
Conference

T

he 35th Reproduced Sound (RS) Conference will be held
on 19th − 21st November at The Bristol Hotel, Prince
Street, Bristol BS1 4QF.
It will focus on all aspects of electroacoustics and will bring
together practitioners, educators and students in what has always
been a lively and collaborative forum.
Since the start in 1984, RS Conferences have always had
a reputation for their easy access to the full range of roles in
electroacoustics and their friendly and enthusiastic ‘buzz’.

(See the advert on page 19 of this issue for more information). 

I

Gatwick noise footprint
shrank in 2018

mproved operational procedures, including smoother descents
that reduce drag and use less power, the phasing out of the
noisiest aircraft and the introduction of new, quieter aircraft,
reduced the size of Gatwick’s noise footprint (54dBA Leq) by seven
percent in 2018 compared to the previous year according to the
annual noise exposure contour analysis carried out by the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA).
Using the standard measurement (54dBA Leq), Gatwick’s noise
footprint shrank from 82.7 km² to 77.1 km² in 2018 – compared
to 2017 – with the number of people living within this noise
contour also falling from 10,950 to 10,200.
Cumulatively, over the last two years, 900 people have been
taken out of this noise footprint as it shrank 11 percent, reducing
in area from 86.5km² in 2016 to 77.1km² in 2018.
Andy Sinclair, Gatwick’s Head of Airspace, said: “We are
making good progress against our objective of reducing the
impact that aircraft noise has on our local communities, but we
recognise that more must be done.
“Over time, aircraft noise has dramatically reduced at Gatwick
and in the next few years I expect to see further improvements
as more next generation aircraft are introduced in significant
numbers. The large-scale redesign of airspace across South East
England is also underway and has the potential to significantly
reduce noise impacts around the airport.” 

IOA
social media

Scientists create the
loudest possible sound

A

team led by Gabriel Blaj, at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory and Stanford University, has generated what
may be the loudest possible underwater sound. Using
SLAC’s Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) X-ray laser, the
researchers blasted tiny jets of water to create sound pressures
above 270 decibels.
The researchers zapped micro-jets of water (between 14 and
30 micrometres in diameter) with an X-ray laser. When the
short X-ray pulses hit the water it vapourised and generated a
shockwave. This shockwave then travelled through the jet and
formed copies of itself in a ‘shockwave train’ made of alternating
high and low pressure zones.
The team found that once the intensity of this sound went
above a certain threshold, the water broke down and turned
into small vapour-filled bubbles that immediately collapsed
(cavitation). It’s a phenomenon also seen in high-speed propellers
and means that because the pressure in the X-ray-generated
sound wave is just below the break-apart threshold, it’s as loud as
an underwater sound can be.
By better understanding how these shockwave trains work,
it may be possible to find ways to protect miniature samples
undergoing atomic-scale analysis inside water jets from damage,
which would be an advantage in the development of better drugs
and materials.

The research was published in Physical Review Fluids.
Source: SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory 

Stolen equipment list
– August 2019

• NTi Audio XL2-TA in an outdoor case with outdoor
microphone and tracer lithium ion battery.
(Meter serial number: A2A-12174-E0)
• NTi Audio XL2-TA
(Serial number: A2A-10964-E0)
• Svantek SV307 in its carry case with mains charger
(Serial number: 84967).

A consultant from ACA Acoustics had this equipment (listed
above) stolen from their car which was parked just off New
Kings Road in London at around 5pm on 20th August 2019.
If any members are offered the meters or see them for sale,
etc., please contact Rob Cant MIOA, ACA Acoustics, on
07989 549863, 01793 766324 or email rob@aca-acoutsics.co.uk 

The IOA is upping its social media profile, so please follow and
engage across all our social media channels:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ioauk
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ioauk/
(For buying and selling equipment
www.facebook.com/groups/ioakit )
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/678647/
YouTube: youtube.com/c/InstituteofAcoustics
Instagram: ioauk 
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Strato

breathing ceiling
by Texaa®
Fire rating equivalent to Class 0 - B-s1, d0
Acoustic correction from Class A to E
Guarantee 10 years

Strato is an innovative acoustic
ceiling system acting as a textile
membrane with an adjustable
transparency to air, light
and sound. Fire-rated Class 0
and with access hatches, it is
designed for office and public
spaces. Available in 2 meshes,
22 colours and a large range
of dimensions.
Fora Soho Flexible Workspaces,
33 Broadwick Street, London.
Installed by Integra
Architect: Stiff & Trevillion
Photo: Sylvaine Poitau

Texaa®

textiles, acoustics, aerated
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Industry Update

ANC acoustic
excellence awards

A

coustic professionals gathered
in Manchester for the annual
Acoustic Awards, organised by the
Association of Noise Consultants (ANC).
For seven years ANC has held the
awards to promote and recognise
excellence among UK acoustic consultants.
This year, the awards showcased the
skills of members across six categories.
The event also saw an award for the best
presentation of a shortlisted project,
which had been judged by delegates at
the ANC conference earlier in the day.
Dan Saunders, Chair of ANC,
said: “The ANC awards highlight the
unique skills of our acoustic and noise
professionals.
“This year we’ve once again seen
entries that represent the dynamic and
diverse nature of the industry.
“The accolades reflect the ingenuity
of our members’ work and highlight
the positive impact that good acoustics
brings to society overall.”

The winners were:
Building Acoustics
• Winner: Apex Acoustics −
houseboat, Poole
• Highly commended: RBA Acoustics −
Archlight Cinemas, Battersea
Power Station
• Commended: Hoare Lea − Balliol
College student accommodation project
Education Acoustics
• Winner: Adrian James Acoustics Ltd
− new music school, Kings College
School, Wimbledon
• Highly commended: MACH Group −
Leighton Park School, Reading

Environmental Noise (Infrastructure)
• Joint winner: Arup and Heathrow −
soundbooths for Heathrow’s public
consultation on airspace and
future operations
• Joint winner: Temple Group, The
Ecology Consultancy, BSG, University
of Bristol and HS2 − acoustic
deterrents as a bat mitigation strategy
(also receives Innovation Award)
Environmental Noise
(Non-Infrastructure)
• Winner: MLM − Pentagon Motors,
Chatham (also receives Good Acoustic
Design Award)
• Highly commended: Bureau Veritas
– proposed care home, St. Asaph
Business Park (also receives Good
Acoustic Design Award)
• Commended: SRL Technical Services −
St Andrews Church, Much Hadham
Vibration Prediction & Control
• Winner: WSP UK Ltd −
Paddington Square
• Highly commended: Hoare Lea −
Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub,
Warrington
• Commended: Bickerdike Allen
Partners LLP − Royal Opera House
open up
Workplace Acoustics
• Winner: Hoare Lea − Project One 1
New Street Square, London
• Highly commended: Adrian James
Acoustics Ltd − Fletton Quays,
Peterborough
• Highly commended: Apex Acoustics −
acoustic design method for open plan
offices (also receives Innovation Award)
Best Presentation
• Winner: SRL Technical Services −
St Andrews Church, Much Hadham 

ARUP − Environmental (Infrastructure)
joint winner

Temple Group − Environmental
(Infrastructure) joint winner

MLM − Environmental
(Non-Infrastructure) winner

WSP − Vibration Prediction & Control winner

Hoare Lea − Workplace Acoustics winner

Apex Acoustics −
Building Acoustics winner
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Adrian James Acoustics −
Education Acoustics winner

SRL Technical Services − Best
Presentation winner
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Always keep an eye
on vibrations

ORION Smart Vibration Monitoring Terminal
FEATURES
Human Comfort: VDV and Re-Radiated Noise
Building Damage: PPV, PCPV, PVS, Dominant Frequency
Audio Recording: Listen to the Vibration Event
Advanced Triggering: Trigger All Parameters Simultaneously
Web Enabled: 3G/Wifi/LAN for Live View, Configuration and Downloading

01db.com

www.acoustic1.co.uk - sales@acoustic1.co.uk - 01550 777925
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Industry Update

AMC Mecanocaucho
celebrates 50 years

A

MC Mecanocaucho in Spain
has two reasons to celebrate this
year − its 50th anniversary and
the construction of an additional floor
to its 1999 building, which will house its
R&D and administrative functions.
The building is elastically isolated so
the structural noise coming from the
factory cannot be heard in the offices.
Built on pillars, the new first floor
will incorporate a noise and vibration
demonstration showroom where
customers and distributors can receive
technical training. 

50
YEARS

OFFERING THE BEST
NOISE AND VIBRATION
ISOLATION SERVICES
Family owned company manufacturing noise and
vibration systems. 75% of turnover is exported to
77 countries in the world. The “AMC-ENGINEERING”
service provides assistance to major OEM market
leaders worldwide.

A FAMILY OWNED MANUFACTURER.
Aplicaciones Mecánicas del Caucho S.A.
Industrialdea Zona A. Pab 35,
Asteasu E-20.159,
Gipuzkoa. Spain
www.mecanocaucho.com

Academy seeks ingenious ideas
to engage the engineers of the future

T

he Royal Academy of Engineering
is offering funding of between
£3,000 and £30,000 for groups,
individuals or organisations who have
bright ideas for creative projects that
engage the public with engineers and
engineering under its Ingenious Public
Engagement awards scheme.
Recently funded projects range from a
series of apocalypse-themed engineering
festivals (SMASHfestUK) to a live
performance theatre show (Imagineer)
bringing together arts and engineering.
This year, the Academy continues its
search to fund innovative projects that
reach local, regional or national audiences
right across the UK and connect members
of the public, of any age, with engineers to
tell the story of the diversity, nature and
impact of engineering.
The Academy is especially keen to
receive applications for inventive public
engagement projects that aim to reach
diverse and under-represented audiences,
including communities in deprived parts
of the country and projects that will
engage people of different genders,
ages and ethnic backgrounds.
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Funding of between £3,000 and £30,000
is available for projects to:
• inspire creative public engagement
with engineering projects;
• motivate engineers to share their
stories, passion and expertise with
wider audiences and develop their
communication and engagement
skills;
• raise awareness of the diversity, nature
and impact of engineering amongst
people of all ages and backgrounds;
and
• provide opportunities for engineers
to engage with members of the
public from groups currently underrepresented in engineering.
Ingenious has funded over 200 projects
to date, providing opportunities for
more than 6,000 engineers to take part
in public engagement activities, to help
bring engineering to the very centre of
society. Ingenious projects have reached
more than three million members of
the public.

Ingenious panel chair, Professor
Anthony Finkelstein FREng said: “We
have funded innovative projects across
the country delivering projects as diverse
as a Caribbean sound system and a circus
show, displaying the breadth of places
where you can find engineering. This year
we want even more varied and innovative
applicants. If you are passionate about
inspiring the next generation – no matter
what part of the country you are in, you
should apply!”
Applications are welcome from
engineers and creative or public
engagement professionals keen
to explore ways to provide public
engagement training and opportunities
for engineers and to engage new groups
of people with their work.
Applications for the next funding
round close at 4pm on Monday
23rd September 2019.
www.raeng.org.uk/grants-and-prizes/
grants/ingenious-grant 
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Akustik+

Download the full
catalogue here:

Manufacturing solutions
for architectural acoustics
and vibration problems
since 1969.

CALCULATION SOFTWARE ALLOWS
ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS TO MAKE PRECISE
ACOUSTIC HANGER SELECTION REPORTS
ENTER IN
1 OUR
WEB APP

Enter www.akustik.com and click the App button.

IN THE
2 FILL
INPUT DATA

THE
4 SELECT
INSTALLATION TYPE

Indicate if you want
to isolate a floor or a
ceiling. Then introduce
the weight per square
meter and distance
between hangers/
mounts.

In case that you want to
isolate a ceiling, you must
indicate if the hanger has
to be anchored to the
slab, to the metallic beam
or between rods. This
will provide you a range
of selected hangers and
mounts that will fulfill your
requirement.

30 Kg/m2

THE
3 SELECT
PERFORMANCE LEVEL

Introduce the natural
frequency that you
require. If you ignore
this value you can select
if your preference is
high isolation or cost
effectiveness. You can
also select if the elastic
material is rubber,
Sylomer or spring.

100 cm

60 cm

Finally select the hanger
that suits best.

Straight
to profile

Straight
to slab

Between
threaded rods

9 Hz

5 OBTAIN
RESULTS

This will lead you to a
page where you will
be able to check the
isolation level. On this
page you will be able
to receive the complete
vibration isolation level,
data sheet, installation
video or even request a
quotation/offer.

3

days

4

days

Bipin J Mistry BSc
Technical Sales Manager
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www.mecanocaucho.com
www.akustik.com
bjmistry@amc-ui.co.uk

158 Kedleston Road. Leicester,
Leicestershire, LE5 5BL
+44 (0) 7711 349 425
+44 (0) 1162 219 659
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Letters to the editor

Article: ‘Uses and abuses of
sound power determinations in
noise impact assessments’
The article: ‘Uses and abuses of sound power determinations in noise impact
assessments UPDATE’, which we published in Acoustics Bulletin March/April 2019
issue (page 50), drew a response from Mike Lotinga, which we published in the
May/June 2019 issue on page 52. The author of the original article, Dr Simon Scott,
exercised his right to reply and we publish his letter here:

W

e are grateful for the discussion in the
RESPONSE to our article ‘Uses and abuses
of….’ which provided a summary of the
physical models underlying the derivation of minimum
measurement distances for the assumption of point source
propagation. The author [of the response, Mike Lotinga]
correctly points out that whereas Rathe’s paper was based
on the assumption of incoherent sources, our use of the
formula c2/2λ implied coherence.
The discussion of Rathe was confined to a small section
of our paper, the main point of which was to provide a
tutorial on routes to sound power determination of a source
based on sound pressure measurements at a distance, with a
discussion of how this distance may be related to the source
dimensions. Rathe’s paper was discussed because it predicts
a minimum measurement distance that is much shorter
than those prescribed by ISO methods and other theories,
and has been occasionally cited by noise consultants. In the
concluding paragraph of the RESPONSE the author appears
to be in agreement with us that the required minimum
measurement distance is at least two times the maximum
source dimension (assuming this is greater than one to two
times the wavelength). In contrast, Rathe’s theory would
predict the required minimum distance to be the maximum
source dimension divided by pi – a factor of some six
times difference.
From an examination of Rathe’s paper we noted that in
a plot of sound pressure versus distance from a 2D source
he makes unjustified extrapolations to derive distances for
the onset of line and point source type propagation. The
description by the RESPONSE author of these as ‘slightly
arbitrary’ is, perhaps, subjective.
In addition, the reader needs to be aware of a shift in
Rathe’s paper when he moved from discussion of an
incoherent 1D line source (traffic) to an incoherent 2D area
source. Rathe cited factory windows as an example of this
type of source but, as acknowledged in the RESPONSE,
windows are at least partly coherent because of the nature of
their flexural response to the reverberant pressure field. In the
case of the types of 2D sources considered in environmental
noise assessments it is surely likely that coherent emission
will dominate. In fact, it is difficult to think of a purely

68

incoherent 2D vertical source because of the inevitable
dominance of flexural vibrational modes. A swarm of
bees perhaps?

Corrections

We would like to take this opportunity to point out that
unfortunately the term L was used for both maximum source
dimension and sound pressure. Whilst it is unlikely that this
would have caused a problem to acousticians, we apologise
for any confusion that may have arisen. Also that equation (3)
should read Lpr1 = Lw – 20.log (r1) – 11 (8 for hemispherical).
References
1. Clark, C J, Mountcastle, A M, Mistick, E and Elias, D O,
2017. “Resonance frequencies of honeybee (Apis mellifera)
wings”. In: Journal of Experimental Biology, 220, 2697-2700.
Simon Scott
Technical Permitting Specialist
Environment Agency
Please see Mike Lotinga’s response to this letter on
page 70 of this issue.
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Letters to the editor

Article: ’Uses and abuses of sound
power determinations in noise
impact assessments’
Mike Lotinga responds to Simon Scott’s letter published on page 68:

T

he authors suggest that “In the case of the types of 2D
sources considered in environmental noise assessments
it is surely likely that coherent emission will dominate.
In fact, it is difficult to think of a purely incoherent 2D
vertical source because of the inevitable dominance of flexural
vibrational modes.”, but this disregards the evidence on the
practical application of the theories, which was discussed in
the response letter; namely that when relatively wide bands
of sound are considered (such as fractional-octave bands),
coherency effects tend towards insignificance.
This may not be the case for strongly tonal sources, but in
the absence of relevant measurement data, there is no support
for the contention that coherent emissions would dominate
in most cases of practical importance to environmental
assessments. If the authors can provide evidence, this would
be of great help in ascertaining the validity of their position,
and consequently, of value to the readership.
At present, there seems to be little or no basis for
readers to accept the authors’ proposed extrapolation of the

monofrequency coherent emission model across the types
of broader applications they intend, so one would expect
some sort of validation exercise to be appropriate.
Bees in flight would emit relatively tonal sound
associated with the periodic beat of their wings and the
resonances of the wing structure (for example, see [1]).
While the tones emitted by a swarm of bees would be
expected to have fairly random phase relationships it would
nonetheless be quite tricky to arrange the swarm into an
effectively 2-dimensional array (and convince it to stay
in that arrangement), and so for practical reasons would
probably not meet the requirements for a finite incoherent
radiating plane.
It might make for an interesting, if perilous experiment!
References
1. Clark, C J, Mountcastle, A M, Mistick, E and Elias, D O,
2017. “Resonance frequencies of honeybee (Apis mellifera)
wings”. In: Journal of Experimental Biology, 220, 2697-2700. 

Letters to the editor are always most welcome. Please email nickyr@warnersgroup.co.uk
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Create a good sound environment
Design flexibility for your internal space

Photographer: Left: Hans Georg Esch, Right: Studio Juha Sarkkinen

Saint-Gobain Ecophon, is a global supplier of acoustic ceilings
and wall panel systems which contribute to good room acoustics
and support a healthy indoor environment, with a focus on offices,
education, healthcare, retail and industrial manufacturing premises.
With a deep understanding of the impact of sound on people and
specialised knowledge in how best to implement our systems for
maximum effect, we are confident we offer a product range that will
help you create a space with optimal room acoustics while exploring
almost endless design possibilities.

Project Scotland July.indd 1
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For further information or for acoustic advice for your
internal space, please contact our specification team
on 01256 850977, alternatively email
info@ecophon.co.uk or visit www.ecophon.com/uk
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Product News

Community centre heralds
a ‘New Beginning’ thanks
to Armstrong Ceilings

A

year after it won Armstrong Ceiling Solutions’
competition for an admirable cause to win a new ceiling,
a community centre in West Yorkshire is heralding a
‘New Beginning’ for local residents.
The Space Field Lane is a £480,000 renovation project
using Armstrong’s ultra-green Dune eVo ceiling tiles. The
community centre had been empty for almost seven years, on
the Field Lane estate in Rastrick near Halifax.
Fully recyclable, Dune eVo provides class-leading aesthetics
and improved acoustic performance through a new surface
which is both brighter and smoother. It is also the first ceiling
system in the industry to gain Cradle to Cradle accreditation.
The project was entered for Armstrong’s eVoNewBeginnings
competition by the project’s co-ordinator, Neil Hardaker, of
Pickles Architecture in Brighouse.
The competition for up to 250m² of Dune eVo tiles and
grid, plus up to three days of free installation by a member of
Armstrong’s national network of approved installers was open
to any non-commercial project in the UK and Ireland that
serves a community.
It was judged by two internal and one external judge, with
the winner being the project they thought most deserved a
charitable helping hand.
Neil said: “We heard about the eVoNewBeginnings
competition and thought The Space would benefit from the

help that Armstrong Ceilings and the competition offered. It’s
given The Space the opportunity to save some capital costs and
use that money for other areas which are more needed for the
local community.”
He added: “The new Dune eVo tile has given the building a
very modern, sleek appearance which we all wanted to create.
I think the end result is what we all wanted for the charity and
we’re proud to have been involved.”
Centre trustee, Mary Green, said: “It was a tremendous
opportunity. We were very anxious we wouldn’t succeed
because we had to value engineer our project so many times
but here was an opportunity to add value to the project with
a super ceiling. The installation went really well and all the
Armstrong people we have been involved with were friendly,
helpful and excellent to work with.
“This is a new beginning for the community. Without
Armstrong’s involvement we would have had to save money
elsewhere in the building so the £16,000 value of this ceiling
was really important to us. Using an ultra-green ceiling tile
was important because throughout the project we have tried to
use materials which are environmentally friendly.”
In a letter to Armstrong, Mary added: “I wanted to thank
you so much for the New Beginning you gave to our building
and to our community.”
www.armstrongceilings.com/commercial/en-gb/ 

Big Foot supplies custom support
for acoustic screening

B

ig Foot Systems has supplied custom support for
acoustic screening on the rooftop of a mixed-use
development of luxury flats, offices and retail outlets
at Hatton Wall in Holborn, London. The acoustic screening
surrounds a group of condensers and associated plant on a PVC
membrane and green roof, which effectively blocks plant noise
from the surrounding private homes.
Big Foot’s technical team examined layout drawings to
design a system which would support the heavy acoustic
screening. The supports were designed to ensure the pressure
exerted by their feet did not exceed the limit of the lightweight
roof. Calculations were carried out to establish the size of
frame required and the number and size of foot bases in
contact with the roof
needed to ensure the
cumulative weight was
dispersed evenly over the
roof area and was within
workable loads of the roof
build up.
Dynamic forces were
also taken into account
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as the structure had to withstand the high winds created due
to funnelling by the surrounding buildings. The framework
installed was therefore wider than the screens they supported,
affording a greater degree of protection against ‘tipping’. Big
Foot Systems’ customised system proved the ideal solution,
offering project specific non-penetrative support.
Big Foot undertook a site survey and a 3D model of the
roof and existing plant was created to aid in the design and
drawing work. Big Foot Technical modified the initial design
to work with all the existing plant and hatches on the roof. The
allowable space for the support and the feet was limited, so the
drawing supplied for installation was highly detailed to ensure
the work was carried out seamlessly.
“The normal ways of fixing screens to our supports had to
be modified to allow the acoustic panels to fit. Normally, we
would hang panels from our posts or A-frames but the weight
and allowable space meant that this wouldn’t have worked”
explained Ashley Simmans, Big Foot systems site engineer.
“We designed and tested a new set of brackets in coordination
with contractor, Bespoke Acoustic Solutions to allow the
panels to sit on top of our supports.”
www.bigfootsupport.com 
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Advertising feature

Refurbished bells chime on considerately:
praise be to Selectaglaze!
The Grade I Listed St Andrew’s Church in Much
Hadham, a village in Hertfordshire dating back to
Saxon times, has recently refurbished its historic
bells. Part of the refurbishment was to develop
the dilapidated sound insulation and thermal
retention to the louvres in the church tower.
Recent inspections had highlighted the poor
installation and condition of the fittings, most of
which date from the 19th century.
A substantial reduction of the noise breakout of the bells at the boundary of the church
yard was essential. The eight ringing bells in
the tower were taken off-site to be refurbished
and re-tuned. Prior to them being rehung in the
existing frame with new headstocks, wheels
and fitting, it was recommended that secondary
glazing was installed into the louvre openings
in the tower.
Before the installation of the secondary
glazing, timber frames were fitted to each
opening to accept the secondary units ensuring
that they could support the weight of the new
glazing of around 130-140kg. A 200mm cavity
was used to enhance performance.
Selectaglaze installed eight units in the four
openings of the church’s bell tower; a combination

IOA award entries

DEADLINE

If you are entering the 2020 IOA awards, please note that all award
submissions need to be in by 1st October 2019 at the latest.

The Institute of Acoustics annually
honours people whose contributions
to acoustics or to the Institute have
been particularly noteworthy. The
medals and awards programme is
wide ranging in its acknowledgment
of academic achievement, practical
engineering applications and
innovations, student achievement and
contributions to the Institute and to the
world of science and technology.

Nomination forms are on the IOA website
https://www.ioa.org.uk/about-us/awards
See page 58 of this issue for more details.
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of the Series 42 fixed light units mullion coupled
with the Series 80 three-pane horizontal slider
with 10.8mm thick laminated glass.
The fully assembled units could not be carried
up the extremely narrow spiral stairs leading to
the top of the tower.Therefore, an alternative
solution was found, whereby the units were lifted
12 meters up with great care, in sections, via
rope and pulley from the bottom of the tower up
through a series of trapdoors across three floors.
The restoration of the bell tower has been a
huge success. The noise of the bells no longer
disturbs the residents who live close to the
church. Thermally speaking, the U-values have
also been enhanced and draughts in the bell
tower have been practically eliminated.
Founded in 1966 and Royal Warrant Holder
since 2004, Selectaglaze has a wealth of
experience working on all building types.
For further information,
please contact Selectaglaze on
Tel: 01727 837271
Email: enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk or
visit: www.selectaglaze.co.uk

ZERO ACOUSTIC
DOOR SEALS
DESIGNED TO MEET THE
"PART E" BUILDING REGULATIONS

THRESHOLDS

DROPSEALS

FRAME SEALS

MEETING STILES

UK Buildings Regulations give minimum
performance standards for acoustic door
ratings in dwellings and public buildings.
Approved Document Part E, stipulates
a performance requirement of 29 Rw.
Furthermore schools and particularly
music rooms in schools are covered in the
regulations.

that we feel offers simple economic solutions
to satisfying this sector.

Zero ‘Soundtrap Systems’ can easily meet
these requirements, and with generous safety
factors depending on the system chosen.
However to meet the basic 29Rw requirement
we developed and tested a selection of sets

• Rabbeted thresholds for the floor

All sets independently tested to BS EN ISO
140-3: 1995 sound insulation tests by UKAS
accredited laboratory.

• Frame seals for the door frame

• Automatic dropseals for the door bottom
• Adjustable seals for the meeting stiles

ZERO SEAL SYSTEMS LTD
UNITS 43-45 LADFORD COVERT SEIGHFORD STAFFORD
TEL - 01785 282910 E-MAIL - SALES@ZEROPLUS.CO.UK
WWW.ZEROPLUS.CO.UK

ST18 9QG
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Product News

HEAD acoustics’ comprehensive
test solution for ANC headphones
and headsets

T

esting and optimising the ANC performance and the
overall speech and audio quality of headphones and
headsets is essential for manufacturers. HEAD acoustics
offers a comprehensive solution for this, the HQS-ANCHeadset is the new test suite for the communication analysis
system, ACQUA.
“Customer demands for state-of-the-art ANC headphones
and headsets are constantly increasing; they have to
individually adapt the audio experience to the surrounding,
block out unwanted background noises, but still allow hearing
of important announcements at train stations or in planes,
with reduced background noise.
“At the same time, they must consistently ensure excellent
sound quality and clear hands-free calls,” says Christian
Schüring, sales manager telecom at HEAD acoustics.
“With the HQS-ANC-Headset, we enable manufacturers
to test headphones and headsets with Active Noise
Cancelling comprehensively and automatically. The test suite
supports several external noise scenarios for assessing ANC
performance: A realistic simulation of background noise, a
second talker and announcements via an external loudspeaker.
HQS-ANC-Headset includes tests to compare passive noise
isolation with active noise cancellation of the headphone. In
addition, the effectiveness of the talk-through function can
be evaluated.”

To assess the general audio quality, tests are available for
frequency response, distortion, signal-to-noise ratio and
sound leakage for example. So HQS-ANC Headset allows
the optimisation of the audio playback of headphones and
headsets. For testing the speech and communication quality
of the hands-free function, the test suite includes basic and
advanced telecommunications measurements. This involves
testing the communication in send and receive direction as
well as the echo performance. All bandwidths are supported,
from narrowband through wideband to super-wideband.
With HQS-ANC Headset, manufacturers can test ANC
headphones and headsets with passive (wired), USB-powered
as well as Bluetooth® connection.
www.head-acoustics.com 

Unconventional
entertainment space

A

‘widely travelled family with an eclectic taste in design’
living in Gujarat, India, wanted an unconventional
entertainment space, so approached acoustic designer,
Fenil Mehta, of White Noise, to design something quirky and
unique that would highlight rather than hide, the acoustic
design of the space.
Taking the concept of ‘live end − dead end’ a few steps
further, and collaborating with architect, Shwetang Monani of
Avantgarde Design Studios in Rajkot, the room was designed
with the front end comprising custom-made hybrid panels
to give a diffused and absorbent sound field for the front two
thirds of the room, paired with a reverberant sound field for
surround stage at the rear.
The custom designed and built curved acoustic panels at the
far end of the room are made from WPC foam board panels
to create a 3D phase grating diffuser wall. Wells between the
diffuser panels are used as absorption cavities, to make the
wall an effective hybrid panel with absorption and phase
grating diffusion.
Custom made lead loaded limp membranes were used to
create inbuilt acoustic panels for bass trapping and broadband
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absorption on the ceiling as well as front and rear walls. Sound
blocking membranes were used in the ceiling to reduce sound
transfer of the air conditioning into the listening space.
Even though reflective surfaces were retained in the rear of
the room, for a calculated reverberant surround field, ample
isolation treatment was carried out to check the transfer of
sound into adjoining spaces. 
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Book Review

‘Sound and the Ancient Senses’, edited
by Shane Butler and Sarah Nooter
Reviewed by Dan Pope

This book brings the series published by Routledge on The Senses in Antiquity to its end.
Starting with synaesthesia (the melding of the senses) the series took a volume for each
of the five human senses, and now finally covers sound.

A

ll the contributors to this book are professors or doctors
of Classics, so expect a read that is heavy on Greek
translations and with none of the mathematics you may
be used to finding in acoustics text books.
As expected for Classics studies, there is a focus on the
Greco-Roman world, with no mention anywhere in it of the
ancient philosophy, art or literature of China, Japan or the East
generally. This is a shame as I’m sure much interesting material
is available for study in this area.
Some authors in their sections of the book use the tools
of modern soundscape study, after Schafer and Krause, and
examine the Classics through that lens. For example, Shane
Butler uses Bernie Krause’s rubric of anthropophony, biophy and
geophony in his chapter on the Principles of Sound Reading, and
even adds theophony to cover sounds attributable to the gods.
The chapter that takes the line closest to acoustic studies
is Sounding Out Public Space in Late Republican Rome by
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Erika Holter, Susanne Muth and Sebastian Schweisnger. The
eResource page on the publisher’s website provides an example
audio file of the auralisation that their research project has
generated, (https://www.routledge.com/9781138481664)
In the introduction to this chapter the authors note:
‘The contemporary shift in the humanities towards the senses… has
focused attention on the sensory dynamics of spatial configurations,’
then, after quoting Serres, goes on to say: Phenomenological
theory, in connection with the sound and soundscape studies that
originated in the late 1960s and have proliferated in the humanities
since the beginning of the 21st century, has shown not only that
sound and auditory perception are shaped by cultural propensities,
but also that sound perception itself shapes our situational
awareness. That means that the sense of sound plays an integral
role in shaping and constructing a spatial situation.’
This may seem obvious once the very academic language is
stripped away. To a casual reader, this is a common problem with
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Book Review
this book, as it is clearly not aimed at a lay audience or, indeed,
at engineers. You’ll be disappointed to know there is no maths
in it AT ALL! The above-mentioned chapter is the only one to
discuss acoustic modelling but even so, it is very sparse on details
about how it was modelled or what methods were used. That
is probably information better presented in a standalone paper
though, so acousticians may wish to seek that out.
Picking through some of the most intriguing contributions,
Valerie Hope provides a chapter on Vocal Expression in Roman
Mourning, breaking down the inherent sounds into silence,
speech, lament, groaning, shouting, wailing and howling and
finally, music. Examples, context and function are examined
for each.
In Sound: An Aristotelian Perspective, Stephen Kidd
examines the understanding of acoustics in Greece around
the third century BCE. At this time, the understanding of how
sound travels was still in development, where it is thought
to be instantaneous but to fit the observation of echoes is
explained as ‘pockets of air which contain sound separate off,
and these air-pockets move through time and space, bouncing
off surfaces ‘like a ball’, only later to reach the listener. The
sound itself, however, does not move, but instead permeates
that air within the air pocket, which does move.’ Elsewhere,
Andrew Barker writes on Greek acoustic theory, explaining
the Aristotelian perspective on tuning intervals, for those
interested in musical acoustics. The same chapter also
covers instruments and resonating devices, with reference to
Porphyry’s Harmonics.
Colin Webster’s chapter on The Soundscape of Ancient Greek
Healing covers the use of paiēōn, paeans and participatory
sonics in ancient cures. To modern ears this will sound
much like ‘new-age bullshit’, or as Webster puts it, ‘healing
practitioners who did not operate within stable civic sanction
leveraged sound as part of a more general programme to
establish in-groups, create social distance and construct a highly
specialised, secretive expertise. Although mystery cults and
magicians constituted different constituencies with different
set of practices, they nevertheless shared certain strategies in
response to illness, most notably incantations that incorporated
repeated phrases, consonants and nonsense sound.’
Silvia Montiglio’s chapter on The Song of the Sirens asks
some interesting questions about the relative perceived value
of male and female voices in Greek myths. Sean Gurd’s chapter
on Auditory Philology takes as its basis Alvin Lucier’s I Am
Sitting in a Room acoustic performance piece and examines
ancient poetry through its echoes.
Sarah Nooter’s chapter on Sounds of the Stage examines
onomatopoeia and use of phonetic renderings of animal noises
in Greek plays. Interestingly, this was a hot topic at the time.
Aristophanes’ plays, Birds and Frogs both use animal noises
as political satire. Nooter describes Plato’s opinion of such

non-linguistic voicing as ‘at best clownish, and at worst
fatally corrupting’!
There is little said on the informational content of
the political speeches discussed, which is a shame, as it
would be interesting to put this into the wider context of
political-speech. Perhaps another book could cover the
concept from antiquity to Speaker’s Corner, the Poll Tax riots
to the Tesco riots, the Arab Spring, antiELAB protests in
Hong Kong, Extinction Rebellion, the recent controversy over
Killdren (of the catchy ‘Kill Tory Scum’ fame), or the far-right’s
cat calls of “traitor” at MPs representing their constituents. The
soundscape of political protest is ripe for further study. Part of
me wonders whether Brexit alone provides enough material,
but I’ll save that for another essay.

Author

Dan Pope is a Principle Acoustic Consultant at RSK Group in
Bristol and chair of the IOA South West branch. He once had a
‘gong bath’ at some hippy festival but refused to relax because
he was too busy analysing the sounds. 
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Committee meetings 2019
DAY

DATE

TIME

MEETING

Wednesday

25 September

10.30

Council

November (date
TBC)

10.30

Engineering Division

Thursday

10 October

10.30

Meetings

Thursday

17 October

11.00

Publications

October (date
TBC)

10.30

Membership

Tuesday

5 November

10.30

Research Co-ordination(London)

Tuesday

19 November

10.30

CCWPNA Examiners

Tuesday

19 November

1.30

CCWPNA Committee

Thursday

28 November

10.30

CCENM Examiners

Thursday

28 November

1.30

CCENM Committee

Thursday

28 November

10.30

CCBAM Examiners

Friday

29 November

10.30

Diploma Tutors and Examiners

Friday

29 November

1.30

Education

Tuesday

26 November

10.30

ASBA Examiners (Edinburgh)

Tuesday

26 November

1.30

ASBA Committee (Edinburgh)

Wednesday

27 November

10.30

Executive

Wednesday

11 December

10.30

Council

Refreshments will be served after or before all meetings. In order to facilitate the catering arrangements it would be
appreciated if those members unable to attend meetings would send apologies at least 24 hours before the meeting.
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